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Copper Leof Piedmont Both from Sunrise Speciolty

A gorgeous colloborotion of cosl iron ond copper leof... Sunrise Speciolty presents the

Piedmont #ST4freestonding both. Artfully crofted from copper leof opplied to o steel skirt,

the tub puts o modern twist on o vintoge clossic. All Sunrise tubs feoture the long life ond

stoin resistonce only Titonium Porceloin con provide. Eoch style is o timeless expression

of true clossic design skillfully crofted to be enioyed for yeors to come.

SilNRHS# SPffi#HALtrY
510-729-7277 www.sunrisespeciolty.com
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Hearth of the Matter
The fireplace was the centerpiece of many

an Arts & Crafts house. Our bungalow
expert delves into its many forms-and
explains how to fix the remuddled ones.

Bv JaNr Powru

Ring My Bell
lf you have a set of vintage door chimes

that has seen better days, here's how to
get them ringing again.

By Lona SnrNN

{O Custom-Carved Cove
A carpenter offers up a crash course in

milling cove molding on a table saw.

Bv BmaN CaNapeBr-r-

J2 n""" Again
When Grass Lawn, an 1850s oceanfront
home in Gulfport, Mississippi, was flat-
tened by Hurricane Katrina, the city's

decision to rebuild it launched a detective
hunt into the past.

Bv Jav Pnrnuoru

-:-!.!.!k_iF-*r-_
A pair of Chicago homeowners brings new life to a long-neglected
bungalow-without breaking the bank.

Bv NrcolE SwrsNEy Erren
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Old,House Living

J y', Bargin Bungalow

Old,House Insider

y'ry', Coming Up Craftsman
A restoration-shy couple turns to a team of sawy designers to help

them revive their Pasadena bungalow.

Bv Ci-anr ManrrN

www.oldhouseonline.com
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Benefits:
. Safely re and encapsulates

lead ba paint
. New technology converts lead
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7 Editor's Note
Backto Work

Letters
ls it a ghost or an outdated
electrical system? Our read-

ers weigh in; plus, a tip
for configuring kitchen

counters.

12 ASkOHJ
Cleaning and painting your

radiators can leave them
looking good as new. Our

expert offers options for
getting the job done.

Bv DaN HolouaN

I5 Preservation
Perspectives
Passport in Time sends

volunteers into the field
to preserve the cultural

heritage of the U.S.

By DrNrsrRA APospoRos
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MyTown
The director ofthe annual

Arts & Crafts Conference at

the Grove Park lnn shows

us around Asheville, North

Carolina.

Bv BnucrJouNsoN

56 Style: Neighbor-
hood Assembly
Henry Ford wasn'tjust an

automobile mastermind-
he also helped to create a

cluster of well-crafted, long-
lasting homes in a Detroit
suburb.

Bv Jaues (1. Messev &
SHrnr-ry Mnxwrll

BO Remuddling
A Victorian gets disoriented.

on our cover:

p.'12 +

p.22 +

p.34+
+
+

inside
IO AbouttheHouse

Get the scoop on banned

lightbulbs; plus. a resource

for ranch owners and two
new books chock-full of
decorating ideas.

Bv Cr-anr ManrrN

fi Period Products
Bring some flair to your

bungalow with these Arts &

Crafts-style picks.

Bv Cr-aru ManrrN

78 A Pagefrom
History
How much Arts & Crafts can

you fit into one fireplace? An

early 2oth-century catalog

tests the limits.

Bv Bo SulrrvaN

+ p.18

Cover: Photo by
Linda Svendsen.
Glazed green tile and
an oak mantel make
for an arresting fire-
place in a Memphis
bungalow. Story
page 22.

working
I4 Old-HouseToolbox

When you need to make

holes in tight spaces, reach

for a right angle drill.

Bv Rcv Tscuorpe

17 Tools & Materials
Make the perfect cut with a

flexible hacksaw, lightweight
band saw, or always-sharp

utility blade.

Bv rnr OHJ Eorrorual
Srarp

5o Restore lt Right
The first installment in our
tutorial on basic old-house

skills looks at how to remove

trim without damaging it.

Bv rnr OHJ Eorronral
Srarr

featured
advertising
65 Advertiser Guide

76 Historic Properties
p.40
p.30
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AaearRoN
Restoration & Mainte
ABATRON S building, restoration and maintenance proclucts
excel at meeting tough challenges. They have been specified
for over two decades by architects, Bovernment agencies,
builders and other professionals for a multitude of
applications. The products are based on epoxies, urethanes,
acrylics and other materials in wide ranges of viscosity,
hardness, flexibility, thermal, chemical and mechanical
properties. Below are product highlights:

For FREE CATALOG call 1-800-445-1754

@ @

WoodEpoxE: Structural, non-shrinking
adhesiv-e Daste is used in anv thickneis to
fill and replace missing wood.
LiquidWoodl: Liquid, penetrating
consolidant for restorins strensth and
function to rotted or spdngy w"ood.

Both LiquidWood! and WoodEpoxF
permanently restore windows, columns,
clapboards, logs and most rigid surfaces.

re IT

I ffi
AboCrete: Permanentlv reoairs and
resurfaces concrete. Fills iracks and bonds
broken sections.

AboWeld 55-1 : Slump-resistant structural
paste repairs and resliapes stairs, statuary
and vertical surfaces.

Aboleto: Structural crack-iniection resins
that permanently weld back together
founbation walli, columns, etcY Prevent
water infiltration. Abojet bonds structural walls.

MasterMold' 1 2-3: Non-toxic
polyurethane paste for flexible, large and
small molds. Can be applied on site.

MasterMold' 12-B: Liquid 12-] for
making pourable molds.
Woodcast: Lightweight interior/exlerior
castrng compound.

MasterMold can reproduce capitals, structural and decorative components, statuary and other
patterns precisely and cost-effectively.

Abocoat and Abothane Series:
Protective coatings for floors, walls,
tanks and tubs. -
Wide selection of adhesives and
sealants for most environments. Meets
specifications for composites, slructural
and decorative components, indoors &
outdoors.

Circle 003 on Free lnformation Card

5501 95th Ave., Kenosha, Wl 53144 USA Tel 1-262-653-2000 www.abatron.com
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Wood Restoration

1.

Restoration of rotted window is easv and cost-effective.

Stone, Concrete, Mason ry Restoration
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Abocrete can be used to replace missing concrete.

and Compounds

ffi J l --\ :I

Structural Adhesives, Protective Coati Sealants,'Caulks
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Classic Gutter
Artistry charm

Phone 269.665.2700 . Fax 269.665.1234

6yotems, L.L.C.
:

"Old World" styie heavy-duly

copper, aluminum and

galvalume lralf round gutters

: Up to 26'shipped nationally

r 26 styles of cast fascia brackets

r Roof mount oplions available

I
I
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What Not to Ring
On the whole, multitone vintage
chimes (see page 30 for more) are a

sweet-sounding antidote to today's
electronic doorbells. But as antique
doorbell expert
Tim Wetzel
explains, there
are some vin-
tage chimes
you're better off
avoiding, wheth-
er it's because
they're prone to
problems, difficult
to repair, or nearly
impossible to find
replacement parts for. Before you
invest in a set of vintage chimes,
read Wetzel's blacklist and save
yourself a few headaches.

Arts & Crafts
Fireplaces to Go
Whether they're tucked inside an

inglenook or boasting an eye-
catching tile surround, fireplaces
in Arts & Crafts homes are under-
standably revered centerpieces.
Once you've read up on their his-

tory on page22, consult our online
guide to see where you can spot
some one-of-a-kind fireplaces in
the wild. Whether you need resto-
ration inspiration or an excuse for
a mid-winter getaway, these cozy
corners are sure to hit the spot.

Share Your
Budget ldeas
No one ever said restoring an old
house was an inexpensive endeav-
or-but there are ways to stretch
your budget without compromising
on the quality of your restoration.
Homeowners Tim and Paula Schmitt
accomplished it by taking their time
to tackle projects and doing whatev-
er work they could themselves (see

their story on page 34). Log on to
our special forum to share your own
cost-saving tips and get ideas from
fellow old-house owners.
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Have nothing inyawr futuse
whiclt 1'ou do not know to be

useJ'ut or belieue to be beautijlLl.
- William Nlorris
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We obsess over the details of period authenticity
and great design because we beiieve doing

so is beautiful. We hope it's useful. too.
Visit reluvenation.com or call 888.401.1900
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\Torking Harder
FoR THIS FIRST OHJ issue in 2012, we thought we'd give

the magazine a couple of tweaks to ring in the New Year.

I've been hearing that you'd like to see more how-t() in

our pages, and I've been listening. For starters, we'll have

a brand-new two-page story in every issue that outlines

a simple-but critical-old-house repair. In this issue,

we explain how to remove molding without breaking it,

something every old-house owner will need to do sooner or

later to parch in broken pieces or refinish woodwork (see

Restore It Righq page 50). Yru'll also find more instruction

in stories like "Ring My Bell," an overview of vintage door

chimes \\,irh insights on how to get them sounding again

(see page 30). Expecr, too, to see more hands-on articles

featuring DIY tips from pros over the next year, llke this issue's "Custom-Carved

Cove" (page 40), which details how to make cove molding from stock lumber.

Even our classic historic overview articles will get a little more hands-on; in this

issue, bungalow queenJane Powell both examines the architectural diversity of
Arts & Crafts fireplaces and gives tips for restoring them (see "Hearth of the

Matter," page2Z).

Arts & Crafts is a popr-rlar topic in February, because that's when Asheville,

North Carolina's Crove Park Inn holds its annual conference on the subject, draw-

ing devotees from all over the country. To celebrate this event's 25th anniversary,

I invited its director, Bruce Johnson, to walk us through his favorite Asheville

highlights in My Town. You won't be surprised to learn that the Grove Park

Inn makes his list-see what else did beginning on page 18. For rnore bungalow

inspirations, check out OldHouse Insider, which chronicles a creative approach

to this classic house style both inside and out (see page 44).

Finally, since I've been having so much fun exploring the architecture of my

new home state of Michigan, I asked Style gurus James C. Massey and Shirley

Maxwell to overview one of my newfound ffeasures: the Ford Homes District
in Dearborn. It seems that in addidon to bringing multiple innovations to car

manufacturing, Henry Ford brought some to neighborhood development as well
(see "Neighborhood Assemblyi" page 56). His visionary approach to building
houses resulted in a distinctive, charming community we old-house folks would

all be proud to call home.

Be sure to let us know how you like these changes, and what else you'd like
to see in the magazine. I always enjoy hearing frorn you.

daposporos@homebuyerpubs.com,o ffi
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5rcxlry Musrum AT CnArrsMAN FARplS
2352 Route l0 W., Morris Plains, Nl 07950 973.540.0311

This 30-acre National Historic Landmark is the only home
Gustav Stickley designed and built for his own use. Open on
weekends year-round, plus additional seasonal hours. See

StickleyMuseum.org for information on programs, lectures,
demonstrations, annual symposia, and family activities.

mfu'-*, Sf,:*".,:H1,,,,,", im|Hffifl

Circle 010
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Feeling the Heat
I've been a longtime reader of OHJ; your recent feature on high-
velocit)r mini-duct HVAC systems ["Small !7ondeq" December/

January] was of special interesr ro me. I live in a not-so-old (1937)

house that has single-pipe steam hear, and about a decade ago,

I installed a high.velocity sysrem for air conditioning.
The biggest benefir of the system came when I decided to

put in a geothermal heating

and cooling system. Because

we had already installed a

forced-air system, the change

was fairly simple (changing

the air handler, installing
the geothermal unit, and

drilling wells). The pay.

off has been fantastic. !7e
went from buming through
countless gallons of oil and

the temperature swings and

balancing issues that come

with a srcam system to much

lower overall energy consumption and constant, even heat. Our
old house now has a fairly cutting-edge, energy-saving heating
system. And if we feel nostalgic, we can still crank up the boiler
and Gel the stearn!

Peter Rotlxtein
Ilttntingdon, Pennsylv ania

Going Soft
Your sidebar about different rypes of mortar [in "Stone by
Stone," OctoberA.{ovember] was great-l have very soft brick
that was hand-fired in rhe front yard back in 1871. The prob-

lem is, I cannot find Type O or K mortar mix. Is there a way
to make N mortar mix into the softer O mix? Or do you know
of a dealer who sells this mix?

KeithLewis

Viaemoil

Accordingto author Steue Jordan, Jou cannotbuy type O or
K mortar premixed; it must be mixed on site. "To make alime
mortar toda1," he says, "masons use modernhydratedlime and

sond. Most masons agree thatmixingthe mortar a day or more

ahead improues workability.MotJ masons also prefer adding

Portland cement to improue the workability and decrease set-up

time. For Tlpe K mortar, mix 7 part Portland cement (white or
gray), 3 parts lime, and 10 parts sand; for Type O, mix 1 part

Portland cement, 2 parts lime, and9 parts sand." For more on

historic mortar formulas, see Technical Preseruation Sercrices

Pr e ser c,) ation Br ief 2 at nps. gou I hps I tps I br i ef s I br ief 02 .htm. -E ds.

Visit Gustav Stickley's 3D-acre country estate!
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Reader Tip of the Month
\7hen rny wife and I put a new kitchen in our old house, we

had a window that dipped below the height of the counter-

tops. Instead of modifying the window c.rpening (which would

have involved replacing exterior siding), ue simply dropped

the level of the countertop below the window opening by

using an upper cabinet with a false toe-kick below and the

countertop above. lt created a unique "nook" area, broke

up the monr.rtony of continuous countertops, and provided

a perfect spot to unload grocery bags.

Andl Streenz

V ia My OldH ous eOnline . c un
Got a greattip to share with other old-house lovers? Let us

know at OHJEditorial@homebuyerpubs.com.

Ghosts Busted
In regard to your story about haunted houses ["ls Your House

Haunted?", October/November], I am a ghosthunter as a hob-

by. EMF detectors are used

mainly to lo,,k for EMF in

houses in high amounts.

Old homes tend tcl have

this problem; the occu-

pants will claim the house

is haunted, but will find out

that their exposure to high
EMF was causing hallucina-

tions and creepy feelings.

Often, when the electri-

cal issues are resolved,

the "haunting" goes away.

Diagnosing a house as haunted by using an EMF detector is

just plain incorrect.
E 

"ib
ViaOldHoweOnkne.com

You're right, Emily. We have a l0O-year-old horne, and every

few years around spring, we heard a child sobbing-at first
outside, then in the house. My daughter heard her name called.
'lThisperings 

and footsteps late at night were also commr)n.

Finally, we replaced our electrical system, and that ended our
"haunting." Jmeen

V i a OldHouseO nline. com

Send your letters to OHrEditoria!@homebuyerpubs.com, or Old-House
Journal, 4125 Lafayette Center Drivg Suite 10O, Chantilly, VA 2O1 51. We

reserve the right to edit letters for content and clarity.

www.oldhouseonline.com
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bistorical$ inspired, original ceiling fans
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FEBRUARY 16-26

PALMSPRINGS,CA
ModemismWeek

The desert town's homage to
all things mid-century includes
bus tourt cocktail receptions,
a furniture show, and lectures

on marquee designers and
the preservation of modernist

homes. (760) 333-9169;

modernismweek.com

FEBRUARY 1219

ASHEVILLE, NC
Arts & Crafts Conference
The seminal Arts & Crafts

event celebrates 25 years with
hands-on workshopt house
tours, seminarl small group
discussions, and the famous

antiques show. (828) 628-1915;
arts-craft sconference-com

MARCH 16-18

OAKS, PA
Historic Home Show

Sponsored by Old-House

)ournal and Old-House lnteriors,

the popular suburban Philly
show has a new location, but
the same mix of free work-
shops, demonstrationt and
old-house-friendly exhibits.

(800) 782-1253;

historichomeshow.com

MARCH 2425
MANCHESTER,NH

Old House & Barn Expo
Get practical restoration

advice at this two-day fair,

which features a range of
suppliers, timber-framing and
stone-walFbuilding demos,
and workshops on boosting
energy eff icienc y. (603) 22a-

2281; nhpreservation.org

CALENDAR ffi

Lights Out for Incandescents
Since the debut of the carbon

filament lightbulb more than

a century ago, the warm glow

emitted by incandescent bulbs

has become a staple of oid.house

interiors. But when the Energy

Independence and Securiry

Act goes into effect in January,
incandescent bulbs as we know

them will begin to disappear

from store shelves.

Cathy Choi, a cerrified lighr.

Bv Cr-rnr M.q.nrru

ogen bulbs provide, Rejuvenation

product manager Tina King points

to the advances that have been

made in compact fluorescent

(CFL) and LED bulbs. "Most

consumers still think of the cool

light that the first CFLs produced,

but the technology has greatly

improved." CFLs are given a color

temperature rating, she explains,

typically between 2700K and

5500K. The lower the numbeq the

of the style's evolution (complete with archival
images and ads, floor plans, and current photos), a

guide to identifying ranch houses, and a checklist
for determining a ranch's suitability for a historic
designation (with remuddled examples as a warning
sign). As ranches take thelr first steps into the world
of historic housing, this publication can help their
owners avoid potential stumbles. Download a copy
at georgiashpo.orglhistoric/housing.

z
e

z
l
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ing specialist for Bulbrite, likens specialty butbs (tike historic reprodu<- warmer the light will be. "lf you

the change to increased fuel- tions)won'tbeaffectedbythelaw. wantawarmglow,goforabulbin
efficiency standards for auto. the 2700K range," King suggests.

mobiles. Beginning in January 2012, bulbs with a Rejuvenation also offers CFLs fitted with covers ro
brightness equal to 100 watts can only consume a mimic the look of incandescent bulbs.

maximum of 72 watts of energy; over the next two If youte more concerned with appearance

years, the efficiency requirements will be upped for than efficiency, reproduction bulbs-such as the

75-,60-,and40-wattbulbs, too. Edison-style bulbs offered by both Bulbrite and

As an alternative, Bulbrite offers halogen bulbs Rejuvenation-remain untouched by the legisla-

that meet the new standards and are comparable to tion. "l think the intent of the law was to reach the

incandescents in appearance, price, and hght qual- most commonly used bulbs," Choi explains. "Replica

ity. "Halogen is a type of incandescent bulb, so the bulbs arent widely used for general illumination."
way it produces light is very similar," Choi explains. !7hi1e many incandescent bulbs will soon be

"lt's a very easy transition." Halogen bulbs also are history, it's clear that the warm glow beloved by

easily dimmable, making them a good choice for old-house aficionados isnt going anywhere. "!?'e

fixtures hooked up to a dimmer switch. just have to re-educate ourselves about something

If youte looking for greater energy gains than hal- we took for granted for a hundred years," says King.

Home on the Ranch
Mid-century ranch houses may be considered
historic these days, but there's still not a lot of ink
devoted to them in the old-house world. That's
whythe online publication Ranch Houses inGeorgia:
Guidelines for Evaluation is such a great resource
for ranch owners, even if they live nowhere near
the state. Published by the Georgia State Historic
Preservation Office's Ranch House lnitiative, the
digital booklet gives a comprehensive overview

OLD-HOUSE RESOURCE
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DECATUR, GA
Old House Fair

Short lectures and seminars
at this one-day fair will cover

everything from electrical and
plumbing to choosing paint
colors; a hands-on workshop
will tackle the basics of restor-
ing wood windows. (404) 371-

8386; decatu roldhousefair.com
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tTr h. process of decorating an old

I hor.. is often as challenging

as it is enjoyable. For every perfect

salvage-store find that's just right
for that corner of the living room,

there's certain to be plenty of empty

space you just don't know what to dcr

wirh. Add to that the fact that most

mass-produced furnishings tend to be

a bit anachronistic in old houses, and

you've definitely got your w,:rk cut out for

you. Fortunately, two new books provide

loads of inspiration and ideas for giving

old-house interiors an instant sense of
history.

In Passion for Primitives, Franklin
and Esther Schmidt (a husband-and-

wife team whose photclgraphs have

appeared in countless shelter magazines,

including OHJ) turn their lens on folk
d6cor, showcasing painted furniture,
pewter serving ware, canvas floorclclths,

and a host of other simple, artisan-made

items in a variety of settings. \Uith chap-

ters devoted to outdoor d6cor, the art
of rnixing high- and low-style primitive
antiques, and the best architectural set-

tings for displaying primitives, the book

is an excellent source of ideas for anyone

looking to decorate an early American
house.

In a similar vein, Steve

and Bro.rke Giannetti
expl.rre the idea of using

antiques anJ salvaged items

to crcate tirneless interiors in
their book, Patina St1le. The
couple-who are behind the

design firm Giannetti Home and the

blog Velvet & Linen-walk readers

through the building blocks of their
decorating philosophy, which relies

heavily on salvaged elements with time-

worn finishes. Beyond the eye-candy

photographs, the Giannettis offer up

plenty of tips for working one-of-a-kind
pieces into a room, from using salvaged

doors and shutters as wall decoration

to repurposing an antique cabinet as a

double-sink vanity.
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ask ohj
Do you have any advice on

o howto clean and paint a castt iron radiator?

A Dan Holohan: \With raclia-,I,T
,{ . tors, as wirh many rhings

l- L in an old house, prepara-

tion is the key. Paint will adhere better
to a clean surface than to one that's dirty,
so get some stiff brushes that can reach

around corners and into tight spaces, and

a bucket filled with hot water and triso-
dium phosphate (TSP). TSP is a powerful

soap that will clean just about anyrhing,
but some communities don't allow it
because phosphate detergents can dam-

age aquifers. (A good substitute for TSP is

MEX, an inexpensive commercial soap. If
you can't find MEX, look for phosphate-

free TSP.)

If paint is peeling off your radiator,
you'll have to remove it before you can
prime the radiator. This can be a very

tough job, especially if you're leaving the
radiator in place while you work on it.
You'll want to use a wire brush to scrape

away flaking paint. You also can use paint
strippers, heat, steam, or a multi.tool-but
be careful with heat, as it can damage

the paper gaskets between radiator sec-

tions that some manufacturers used in the
old days. How rnany times you can paint
over old paint depends on the condition
of the paint. If itt in good shape-i.e., has

minimal flaking-there's no limit ro the
number clf layers you can have. Paint offers

no insulating value, so that's not a con-
gsln-bu1 many coats of paint will dull
the Victorian detailing of older radiators.

The ultimate way to prepare a radiator

for painting is to have it sandblasted, but
this involves remc'rving the radiator from
your house, which can be challenging
since old pipes sometimes break when you

pLrt a wrench to them. If the pipes look
OK, and you have a strong back and help.

ers, remove the radiafor and take it to a

professbnal painter's shop. They can have

your radiators sandblasted before they
paint them. If you don't wanr to hire a

pro, check with a place that sells cemerery

monuments-they may be able to do the
sandblasting, but won'r rake responsibil-

ity for any leaks that may result.

Sandblasting will bring the casr iron
back to its original condition; from there,
you shor,rld consider powder coating, which
will rnake your radiators look brand new.

Powder coating is a process that uses posi-

tive and negative electrical charges to draw

the powdered paint to the metal, then
heats it to create a smooth, porcelainJike
finish. Normally, radiators are powder-

coated at 400 degrees F, but be sure to
ask-a temperature higher than that can
burn paper gaskets, which can cause leaks.

Depending on where you live, sandblast-

ing and powder coating a large radiator
can cost as much as $400, but the results

are terrific.
If powder coating isn't in your budget

and you want to paint the radiator yourself,

the right tools for the job are a small paint
roller and a radiator brush. The latter looks

like a tiny hockey stick; the shape makes it
easier to get into those tight spots.

Professional painters prefer oil-
based paints anc'l prirners for radiators,

because they adhere very well to any
marginally prepared surfaces. (You may

not be able to clean every nook and cran-
ny.) Some heating contractors also have
reported good results with latex paint over

an alkyd, oil-based primer. As for brands,

Sherman-Williams, California Paints, and

Benjamin Moore Satin Impervo are all
good choices to use in a spray mechanisrn.

Benjamin Moore sprays particularly well
and finishes beautifully.

The low-budget approach will have you

shopping for cans ofspray paint designed

for metal surfaces, but from what I've seen,

standard Rustoleum-type spray paint takes

quite a while to stop out-gassing once the
radiator gets hot, and that's not pleasant. It
also becomes tacky when the radiator heats

up, especially on steam radiators-a tacky

lf you want to paint a
radiator yourself, the
right tools for the job are
a small paint roller (far
left) and a radiator brush
(center),which helps get
into the tight spots. For a
lower-cost alternative, use
spray paint designed for
metal surfaces (near left).

Even neglected
radiators sporting
decades'worth
of peeling paint
(below) can be
restored to like-new
condition (left).
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radiator is not a good place to leave those

wet hats and gloves. (Rustoleum does make

a high-temperature spray paint, which gives

better results, but is limited in the choice

of colors.)

Speaking c'rf color, if you're trying to
match rhe wall behind the radiatc'rr, choose

a color that's a shade lighter than the color

ofthe wall. Radiators seem to darken after a

ferv heat cycles, so if you begin with a lighter

shade, you should end up with a rnatch. !L

Dan Holohan, a longtime
contributor to OHJ, runs

the website HeatingHelp.
com and is the author of
the book lhe tost Art of
Steam Heating.

MlORE QU ESTIONS ANSWERED

Whnowoldfurus

Some of my interior doors are warped. ls there any way I can repair
them? A few are bad enough that the center horizontal brace in the door
is starting to split, along with some of the panels. -MartinE

A: lt's going to require removal of the
doors into your shop, lots of steam, very

long pony clamps, and some wood
blocks. ..lots of work and lots of patience,

and you may get them improved. -John K.

A: I had a really warped door in my previ-

ous house. We took it off the hinges and

clamped it down to straighten it out.

-Red Queen

A: How are the doors finished (paint, var-

nish, oiled, bare, etc.)? Doors can some-

times become warped if they are finished

on one side only or have a different finish

on each side, which can cause uneven

moisture absorption and drying charac-

teristics. Occasionally, when the source

of warping is eliminated or mitigated, a

warped door might eventually straighten

out on its own. -A.R.Bowes

vCircle 051 on Free lnformation Card

Have questions about your old house? Wed love to answer them in future issues. Please send your questions to Ask OHJ,4125 Lafayette Center Dr.,

Suite 10O, Chantilly, VA 20151 or by e-mail to OHJEditorial@homebuyerpubs.com.
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For drillingin ttsht spaces,

a right angle drill k a DIYer's best friend.

Bv Rav TscHoepp

A right angle drill fits easily into the space
between wall studs.

hand. Most manufacturers offer handles

that screw into the side of the head so

you can apply pressure where it! needed.

When youte comparing drills, keep in
rnind that the shorter the rnain body of the

drill is, the easier it will be to control. I alscr

find that a small light bullt into the hody
of the drill is a helpfLrl Gature-chances
are, if you're using a right angle clrill, youie
already in a tight spot, so any additional
lighting is beneficial.

On average, a good-qr,rality right zrngle

drill will set you back around $200, so if
you're working on a smafl project that
only requires boring a few holes, purchas-

ing a ftrll right angle drill rnight not make

financiai sense. In this case, yoll can get a

right angle attachment with a shaft that
you can chuck into your existing drill. This
rotates gearing inside a closed hor-rsing and

changes the output angle at the chuck by

90 degrees. The result is a light duty version

of the right angle drill. (lf youte looking at

serious plurnbing or electrical work, how-

ever, or if youte going to be drilling throLrgh

tough material such as oak, iron, or stone,

go ahead and spring for the full drill.)

The Bottom Line
A right angle drill will be the one you

reach for when you need to drill close to
a corner or when yotire working through

a small hand hclle to attach an outlet box

to a stud. These drills also can be fitred
with screwdriver bits frrr fastening in tight
spaces. Although it seems specialized, the
right angle drill is a handy tool that will
definitely pay for itself over time. iL

RayTschoepe
one of OHJ's con-
tributing editors,
is the director of
conservation at
the Fairmount
Park Historic
Preservation frust
in Philadelphia.
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hen you're restoring

an olcl house, it's not

Llncornmon to need

to drill a single hole or a series of
holes in wall studs or floor joists to

accommodate wiring or plumbing.

And after just a few rninures into
the project, you're likely to discover that,
although you've carefully mapped the

route, you can't drill the holes because

your drill and bit are too long to fit into
the space hetu'een the joists.

You can try drilling angled holes, but
this probably won't create the neat pas-

sages you need. If the length clifference

is relatively small, a short spade bit might
work. If not, you need a right angle drill.

What to Look For
Many manufacturers produce a line of right
angle drills. They look just like rypical
corc{ed or cordless drills, except they have

a gearecl head that rotates the chuck at 90

degrees to the axis of the bocly. Without
the bit, the head (including the chuck) is

only a few inches long, rnnch smaller than
an ordinary dri11. (Despite the smaller size,

right angle drills still can accommodate
most ordinary bits.) This design allows

you to work in tight places that otherwise

would be impossible to reach.

One thing yotill notice when you use

a right angle c'lrill is that you can't exert
pressure on rhe bit wirh the hand hold-

ing the drill, as you would with a regular

drill. Rather, pressLrre is best applied to
the back of the drill head with your other

14 oLD-HousEJouRNAL FEBRUARy-MARCH l0l2 www.old ho u seon line.com
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Mindmg Time
Passport in Time is an innovative program that

lets volunteers participate in cultural heritage

projects across the country. Program Manager

Matt Dawson tells all.

By Drrtanrna Apospom-ls

DA: How are applicants selected?

MD: Unfortunately, we have a lot rnore

interest in the program than there are

projects some years. For example, if
you've got a project that only takes 10

volunteers, and we get 100 applicants,

we obviously can't rake everybody. The
more projects people apply for, the better

the chance that they'Il be selected; each

project requires a separate application.

Tlw goalis n malre tlw
public aware of their

collecaqte culunal lwritage,

and n preserue it.

Sometimes special skills-like carpentry

and photognphy-play a role in selection,

too. Applicants should be sure to list these.

DA: How does the Forest Service's cabin

rental program impact PIT?

MD:The cahin rental Frogram gives peo-

ple the opportunity to stay in historic
structures on public lands for a nominal
fee of approximately $10 or $15 a nighr,
depending on the site. Often that small

revenue is enough incentive to justify

restoration of a building that's been in
disrepair and disuse forever and put it
back into service. The cabin rental pro-

gram has allowed structures to be saved

that would otherwise have been lost, and

owes its success to the efforts ofhundreds

ofPIT volunteers across the country.

DA: What's the timeframe for the volun-

teer work?

MD:The "season" starts after federal bud-

gets are approved-somewhere around

the middle of February. So projects begin

trickling in by the end ofFebruary, then
start to pour in from mid-March through
August. Fieldwork typically takes place

from spring until late fall.

For more information on PIT and to see

project lisdngs, uisit passportintime.com.

DEMETRA APOSPOROS: What is Passport

in Time (PlT)?

MATT DAWSON: PIT is a volunteer pro-

gram, backed by the US Forest Service

and now partnering with the Bureau of
Land Management, that gets volunteers

around the country involved with cultural
heritage work. Our projects can involve
archaeology, archival records, historic
restoration, paleontology, and more. PIT
has been operating since 1989.

DA: Describe your goal.

MD: The overall goal is to make the
public aware of their collective cultural
heritage, and to preserve it. Most people

don't realize that sites and certain build-
ings may be considered archaeologically
and/or historically significant after only
50 years, or that if you have to put a road

where an archaeological site sits, it must

be carefully removed and recorded, or
the information that's there may be lost

forever.

DA: How broad is the range of available

work projects?

MD:\7e typically have projects in a range

ofcategories. Because there's a cultural and

historical frrcus to a lot of compliance work

that many Gderal agencies do, there are

probably more archaeological projects than
others, but the next most common is his-

toric restoration; then the list is peppered

with different projects like paleontology,

archiving records, and much more.

DA: Can anybody volunteer?

MD: It's project-specific. There are some

projects that will allow kids to come
(accompanied by an adult), and some

where participants must be over 18. I'd

say about 60 percent ofour projects want
people 18 or older, and the rest are look-

ing for different mixtures of volunteers:

some for family units, with some specifi-

cally encouraging parent/child volunteers;

some for the experienced; sorne specifi-

cally designed for the inexperienced.
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Bring some flair to yoLlr bungalow with these Arus E Crafts-sryle picks.

Glass Act
With bold colors and geometric designl
Kichler Lighting's Walcott collection puts a

new spin on the art-glass lighting
legacy of Louis ComfortTiffany.

The bronze-finish canopy and field

of amber-colored glass on the

semi-flush-

mount fixture
(shown) lend

a traditional bent,

while touches of tur-
quoise and cut stone provide

Island Time
Counter and cabinet space can be scarce in old-house kitchens,

which makes Arhaus's Salem lsland a must-have addition.The hefty
piece features a fold-out top that expands its compact 28" width to
55" worth of prep space, and integrated drawers and shelves offer

a wealth of storage. Made from solid pine by Amish craftsmen, its

simple, rustic look is a natural fit for a range of old houses, from
primitive Colonials to basic bungalows. Call (866) 4274287, or visit

arhaus.com,

In Bloom
lf you're a fan of C.F.A.

Voysey's graphic designs

but can't bring yourself

to paper an entire room,

channel the legendary

Arts & Crafts designer

on a smaller scale. \Mth
swooping birds, bloom-
ing topiaries, and an

Asian-inspired pavilion,

the crewelwork on the
Gazebo Pillow from

Charleston Gardens

recalls the nature-inspired whimsy of Voysey's wallpaper pat-

terns. lt's a decorative touch thatb sure to lighten up an oak-filled

Arts & Crafts interior. $195. Call (800) 469-01 18, or visit

charlestongardens.com.

Bv Cmnr Man'nN

a shol of pizzazz. The same design is

also available as a pendant, sconce, and

table lamp. 5417. Call (866) 558-5706, or visit

kichler.com.

Partly Cloudlift
The tiered cloudlift design popularized by Greene & Greene is

one of the lasting hallmarks of Arts & Crafts styling. For hisTretter

Buffet, furnituremaker Michael Colca blended this Asian-inspired

element with other Far East influences, ln true Arts & Crafts

fashion, the heirloom-worthy piece showcases the beauty of
both material (in this case, Appalachian cherry) and construction
(pegged joints, dovetailed drawers), making it a striking addition

to a bungalow dining room. S 1 3,750. Call (800) 972-5940, or visit
michaelcolca.com.
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tools ^'l.i -. Imaturrd,r.
Ow editors pick the best new products to make Jou:r old-house projects easier.

S

Quick-Change Artist
Specialty tasks-like cutting small holes for
plumbing or wiring-often require specialty

saws, which can necessitate having multiple
tools at hand. But with their new 5-in-1 hack-

saw DeWalt has merged five of those specialty

functions into one compact, flexible package. ln

its primary configuration, the 5-in-1 is a standard

90-degree hacksaw that can withstand up to 330 pounds of
pressure. With a quick reconfiguration of the frame and blade,

however, it transforms into a 45-degree saw a low-profile hacksaw a long-reach saw or a pistol-grip jab saw

The tool comes with both hacksaw and reciprocating blades; the blade not in use can be conveniently tucked

away in storage compartment on the handle.524.97. Call (800) 433-9258, or visit dewalt.com.

C

Compact Power
A power saw that can squeeze into tight spaces? No, you?e not
dreaming-at just7.7 pounds, Bosch's BSH180 cordless band saw

has the light weight and slim profile needed to perform in close

confines. lts l8-volt battery pack can hold a charge through 150

cuts and is mounted above the handle for a balanced, ergonomic
design. The blade can cut through up to 21/2" of a wide variety of
materials-including metal, copper pipes, and electrical cables-in
a single pass, making it a particularly handy tool for plumbing or
electrical work. 5399. Call (877) 267-2499, or visit bosch.com.

It's a Snap
When you're making repeated cuts with a utility knife (such as when removing
old carpet or slicing through paint buildup), it's easy to get slowed down by

a dull blade. lrwin's 4-Point Snap Blade eliminates the hassle of having to
regularly swap out blades-the carbon blades are scored on each edge

so the end can be snapped off when the point gets dull, doubling
the bladet lifespan. (The scoring is shallow enough not to affect the
blade's cutting stability, but deep enough to be broken off easily

with a pair of pliers.) Four notches on the top of the blade allow it to be fully extended regardless of how many tips have
been snapped off. Prices start at S 1 .29 for a five-pack of blades. Call (800) 464-7946, or visit irwin.com.
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rny town
Asheville,

North Carolina
A local walks us tlwough this

gem of o city bursting with
ar chite can aL tr e asur e s .

Bv Bnucr JoHNsoN

sheville, North Carolina, is a city flanked

by two famous bookends: the 1895 Bikmore

Estate and the 1913 Grove Park Inn. Gilded
Age Victorian to the south, austere Arts & Crafts to
the north.

In between, like a collecrion of books, is an array of archi-
tectural delights-from Queen Anne and Colonial Revival tcr

English Ti,rdor and Art Deco, with enough bungalows mixed in
to earn it the distinction of Arts & Crafrs capital of the South.
Combined, they create a ciry that's delightful to expkrre by car
or by walking through the quirky, artsy, acrive downtown.

As cities go, Asheville was a late bloomer. Nestled in the
lush French Broad River Valley and completely surrounded by

the imposing Blue Ridge Mountains, ir wasn'r until the arrival of

E*.

the railroad in i880 that word spread of its healing effects. The
city's warm natural springs, clean mountain air, hiking trails,
panoramic views, brief winters, cool summers, and extended
spring and fall seasons soon brought a sready stream ofexhausted
businessmen, Washington politicians, and curious tourists via
the Southern Railway.

The combination of Asheville's location and its moderare

yet distincrive seasons has resulted in its becoming a year-round

tourist destination. Southerners colne to escape heat and humid-
ity, Northerners to avoicl snow and ice. Together, they strengthen
the local economy and support the trendy restaurants and upscale

galleries unusual for a city of just 83,000 residents.

The Biltmore Estate
Arnong the city's early arrivals was George Vanderbilt II, who
became so enchanted with Asheville that he spent nearly his
entire inheritance on the 125,000-acre estate and 250-room
manor he christened Biltrnore. Designed by Richard Morris
Hunt and modeled after a chateau the two men had toured in
the Loire Valley, the Biltrnore mansion and grounds replicated a

working French estate. Vanderbilt spared no expense in its design,

which included an indoor pool, bowling alley and exercise room,

elevators, forced-air heating, and an intercom system-all con-

sidered revolutionary in 1895. Still family-owned, fully restored,

and expanded to include a winery, world-renowned gardens, a

hotel, several restaurants, and numerous outdoor activities, the

Biltmore Estate attracts more than a million visitors tcl Asheville
each year.

Just outside the estate's gate is the picturesque Biltmore
Village, a collection of stucco-and-half-timbered buildings
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The grand
Biltmore Estate

has been a tourist
attraction for a

hundred years.
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Montford is one of Asheville's many
walkable neighborhoods, and includes

such architectural gems as the Queen
Anne Rumbough House (above) and

the Asian-flaired Arts & Crafts
Keyhole House (right).

designed by Hunt's assistant, Richard Sharp Smith, a dapper and

refined Englishman who became Asheville's most prolific Arts &
Crafts architect. Once home to Vanderbllt's employees, Biltmore

Village's buildings have heen restored as gift shops, restaurants,

and art galleries beneath leafy oak, maple, and sycamore trees.

The Grove Park Inn
Phannaceutical manufacturer Edwin lUiley Grove arrived in
Asheville in 1898 on his docror's orders and, like many of us,

fell in love with this mountaintop city. Grove developed a num-

ber of Arts & Crafts neighborhoods before placing a jeu'el atop

Asheville's Sunset \,{111n12i1-1he Grove Park Inn. He turned to

his son-in-law, Fred Loring Seely (a friend and client of Rol'c16f1g1

Elbert Hubbard), for the design ofthe 15O-room resort. Seely cre-

ated an Arts & Crafts masterpiece sculpted of granite b.rulders

collected from Grove's 1,200 acres of land, and topped it with a

natural red clay roof. As a result, the hotel looks, from a distance,

as though it has risen out ofbedrock.

Completed in 1913 and furnished by the Roycrofters of East

Aurora, New York, the Grove Park Inn at once became known

as "the finest resort hotel in the world." Today it's become a

mecca for Arts & Crafts enthusiasts who yearn to relax in the

Stickley, Roycroft, and Lirnbert settles, rockers, and Morris chairs

filling the cavernous Great Hall and spilling out into the nearby

hallways. The addition of a restored Donald Ross golf course and

a world-class spa, plus the national Arts & Crafts Conference

each February, enhance this historic hotelt cachet.

Asheville's Neighborhoods
Ask a local what makes Asheville special, and you'll often hear

this simple answer: the neighborhoods. Laid out crn lazy, winding
streets with small lots, Asheville's cozy neighborhoods blossomed

during the Arts & Crafts era, and remain as popular today as they

were a hundred years ago. lTalking down the streets of Norwood
Park, Kenilworth, Albemarle Park, Grove Park, Beaver Lake, or
Montford is like navigating the pages of a bungalow picture book.

A sroll down Mondord Avenue through the city's first his.

toric district lets you wimess the career of Richard Sharp Smith
unfold before your eyes. His early Qreen Anne turrers give way

to sprawling bungalows with wraparound porches, anchored to

The Grove Park lnn,
today (far Ieft) and
in an early postcard
(near left), remains
an Arts & Crafts
icon and a mecca
for the movementt
enthusiasts.
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my town
the ground by fieldstone foundations and

square balustrades that resemble a Gustav
Stickley spindle settle. Twenry years ago,

many of Smith's homes were boarded up and

neglected. Today, withour exception, they
all have been meticulously restored, with
some of the larger ones carefully transformed

into scrumptious bed-and.breakfast inns.

The gateway to north Asheville's

Arts & Crafts district is Albemarle Park,

another turn-of-the-century historic dis-

trict. \Mhile cars no longer can squeeze

through the arched entrance beneath the

antique Gatehouse, the drive up the slope of
Sunset Mountain feels like a journey back

in time. Narrow streets, granite retaining
walls, and fieldstone-lined swales make

this neighbc'rrhood a fit walkert delight, its

eclectic mixture of homes-from rustic cab-

ins to English Tudors, and even a Richard

Sharp Smith brick Georgian home called

The Ellington-designed City Hall, with its
octagonal roof, is an Art Deco masterpiece.

hss2srn6m-creating a dazzling texture of
architectural styles.

Art Deco Relief
When architect Douglas Ellington arrived

in 1926, fresh from the Beaux Arts
Academy in Paris, Asheville was swimming

in cash. Looking for something fresh and

exciting, civic leaders embraced Ellingron's
proposed city building in the urban and
colorful Art Deco style. He soon was uncler

contract to design an Art Deco church,
restaurant, public school, and fire station
all within a mile of downtown Asheville,

all of whlch were completed just months

before the stock rnarket crash of 1929. !7e11-

constructed, this color feast ofpinks, blues,

and greens initially seemed out of character

in this mountain Arts & Crafts city, bur

the buildings remain popular to this day-a
reflection, perhaps, on the equally eclectic

collection of people who now call Asheville

their home. iL

Bruce Johnson directs the a'mual Arts E
Crafts Conference lnd Antiques Show at
the Groue Parklnn (Februmy 17-19; ar*.
craftsconference.com), and operates the

w eb site ar ts andcr af *collector. com.
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Circle Circle 033 on Free lnformation Cardv

Slate
The lncredible Green Building Material
Kitchens. Baths. Flooring. Roofing. Landscaping

Family-owned for four generations.0uarried in the U.S.A.

Middle Granville, NY 12849 . 518-642'1280 r Monson, ME 04454. ?07-997-3615

Snelflon$late.oom
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Join Patricia Poore,
editorof OWHause

hteriors and Ea{y Homes, for a
special wine and hors d'oeuvres

preview party on the show floor.
Be the first to view and

purchase rare collectables
and hard to find items!

GREATER PHILADELPHIA
E)(POCENTER
OAKS, PENNSYLVAI\IA

1r
c

J
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o

OPENING NIGHT
PREVIEW PARTY
Friday, March 16,2Ol2
6:00 prn - 9:00 pm
Admission: $20 per person

SHOW DATES

Saturday, March 17, 2Ol2
10:00 am - 5:00 prn

Sunday, March l8r 2012
i 1:00 am - 4:00 prn

Adrnission: $12 per person

!

Children 18 ancl unJer accompanied by a paid adult are tree.
*No strollers or cameras permitted on the shorv fls-rn;-

Orce inside the shows, enjoy FREE informative workshops, watch
educational demonstrations and shop hard-to-find period items,
specialty restoration products, services and more!

For more information visit
HistoricHomeShows.com
or caII800.782.1253

MAGAZINES BROUGHT TO LIFE
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The event fm mryone wlw wonts to lowo hmt
to cteate, decorate, leant, preserue, restoret

r ens) dte and displny trur N atimr's Ar chit e ctrn al
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Greats Philadcfuhia

TlwDesigner Craftsmen Shoc{, celcbrates the
nwst time-lwrwred American craftsmen and

feaanes the highest - quality fine art,
fiaditionnl crafts, conte'rnporary folk art,

museum- quality r eplicas, origituil ortworlcs,
and fine funiane reproductimrs.
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fireplace the
piece ofthe room in
thls Memphis
low' lt's hard
a previous owner had
painted thd entire
thing red. ;

Stunning green tile
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-
fulfills a deep and primal role in the human psyche. Even today, when fires

no for heating or cooking, fireplaces are routinely installed

& Crafts homes, the fireplace took on almost religious

and even bungalows in warm climates were built with one.

Gustav Stickley was a big proponent,

LEFT: An arched
limestone fire-
place in another
Memphis bun-
galow features
a hearth of
Rookwood tiles,
The firebox is
home to a set of
1930s vintage
gas logs,

an inglenook, the fireplace usually was sur-

rounded hy some sort of built ins-often
glass-door bookcases with high windows

above, but a drop-front desk on one side

was fairly common as well.

Bricks and More
Chimneys were of masonry construction
(brick, stone, concrete block), but the fire-

place imelf could be faced with a wide array

of materials, including brick, stone, ceramic

tile, cast stone, concrete, stucco, metal, or

o
o
I

z
oz

o

=

He he Matter
Alook at the wide arrdy of Arts E Crafts-etcl fireplaces.

BvJaNe Powslr-

n The G af tmwn, "The big hospitable

fireplace is almost a necessity, for the heartbr-

stone is always the center of true home life."

Almost always a feature of the living
room, fireplaces also were found in dining

rooms, bedrooms, dens, and basements.

Frequently the fireplace was surrounded by

built-in henches or settles to form an ingle-

nook, which c'ften had a lowered ceiling that
provided a tbeling ofcoziness and set it off
from the rest of the room. \il/ith or without
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Grate Expectations
Given the popularity of metalwork in the
Arts & Crafts movement, andirons-the
metal supports for logs in a wood-burning
fireplace-were a popular item. Because
andirons aren't terribly practical as a support
device. they now serve a primarily decorative
function-logs are generally held by a more
practical grate.

Old fireplaces were open-they didn't
have glass doors or "chain mail" curtains.
What they did have is freestanding fire-
screens, generally made of metal; some of
these were quite decorative. Generally they
were either an upright rectangle, held up
by a couple of feet, or a three-part folding
screen, the center part generally being larg-
er. The majority of the screen was some sort
of mesh-brass, bronze, copper, or steel-
with a metal frame around it, with decora-
tive elements such as cutouts applied over
the mesh. For summer use, a wood-framed
screen around an embroidered or otherwise
decorated fabric panel was an option.

plaster-anything that wouldnt bum.
Brick was much favored, especially clin-
ker bricks, those that had become vitri.
fied and misshapen by sitting too close

to the fire in the brick kiln. Before the
bungalow era, clinkerbricks were thrown
away, making them cheap or even free,

which no doubt made the eyes of many

a speculative bungalow builder light
up. Because clinkers were organic and

LEFT: A simple
red brick fireplace
with a mirrored
ovennantel and a
mantel shelf hold-
ing only one piece
of tasteful art pot-
tery is centered
in a room that is
otherwise sparsely
furnishedas was
generallythe case
at the time.

interesting to look at, the movement

ernbraced them, and soon they became

trendy. Many other kinds of bri& were

used as well, from basic red or gold bricks,

to wire-cut (textured) bricks, to bricks

that were multicolored or spotted, and

even decorative molded bricks.

Brick sizes have been standardized

for centuries at Z%" x 3 %" x 8". They
come in many colors and textures, and

24 oLD-HousEJoURNAL FEBRUARY-MARCH 2012 www.oldhouseonline.com

-*Set off by a spindled colonnade,this
brick fireplace is surrounded by a
generously sized inglenook with
<ushioned benches.
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Clinker bricks are mixed with other
bri*s in a style of masonry known
as"eccentric brickworlg" which
becomes less eccentric as it moves
up into the <himney.Just above the
firebor bricks form the letter A,
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Need more fireplace inspiration? Check orit
our list of iconic A&C fireplaces you can visi[.
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Mantel Mania
Without a mantel, how
could you display your
tasteful collection of art
pottery? And where would
you hang the Christmas
stockings? Mantels over
Arts & Crafts-era fireplaces
ranged from a simple shelf
on brackets or corbels
to a wide shelf spanning
the adjoining built-ins.
Generally made of wood-
either a thick piece of solid
wood or a box built to offer
that illusion-mantels also
could be made of the same
material used to face the
fireplace' ABovEr An overmantelwith an oval mirror sits on three

The area above the doubled brackets over a tiled fireplace in an inglenook.
mantel might be filled by
an overmantel, which, while much simplified from the excesses of Victorian versions,
still could be quite a festival of moldings and mirrors.

there are many ways of laying them, called

bonds. Most people are familiar with run-
ning bond, where joints in each row are

staggered by half a brick. Flemish bond fea-

tures one brick rurned on end every other

brick. Multicolored brick parrerns were

referred ro as rapestry brick. Brick also could

be laid unevenly and randomly, known as

eccentric brickwork. In Craftsman houses,

brickwork was sometimes combined with
river rocks to form what is generally referred

to as peanut brittle, because of its lumpy

appearance. Occasionally some use was

made of glazed bricks, which were finished
like pottery.

Stone, including fieldstone, river rock,

cohblestr>ne, or rubble stone, had the rusric

lcxrk esteemed by bungalow designers. Split-

face ashlar (rectangular cut stone with an

irregular face), though a bit more formal,

also was used on fireplaces. Cast stone, a

molded product made from concrete and
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built-ins and reproduc-
tion in this
1916 Craftsman home are new, built to
replace a remuddled fireplme. I
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Some fireplaces had metal
hoods of copper, brass,

bronze, or cast iron. Often
merely decorative, some also

served to lower the top of
the firebox, creating a better
draw. lf you're dying to have

a hand-hammered copper
hood in your house, this is
where it should go (not over
the stove). Coal-burning
fireplaces had a cast iron sur-

round and grate, and often
had fenders on the hearth
to prevent any coals that
escaped the fireplace from ABoVE: A tiled cornerfireplace sports a hammered
rolling out into the room. copper hood with a decorative motif in the center.
These fireplaces came with
summer covers, a matching cast iron piece for covering the fireplace when not in use-
few of them survived the scrap metal drives of World War ll.

fine aggregates, often was used in place of
actual stone. It could resemble whatever sort

of stone was required, although sandstclne

and limestone were most prevalent. Pressed

concrete was another option, moldeil intct

panels about l%" thick, and large enough to

constitute the entire front of the fireplace.

These lvere molded and colored to resemble

tile or stone, and sometimes real tiles were

inset as accents.

Ceramic tile was also much in favor as a

fireplace facing, from plain 6" x 6" fiekl tiles

to decorative art tiles from now-famous Arts
& Crafts potteries like Grueby, Rookwood,

and Batchelder. Many fireplaces combined

decorative accenr riles and field tiles, with
accents set into the center above the fire-

box, in the corners, or down the sides.

Landscape tiles were particularh favored,

with scenes of medieval castles, Spanish

missions, and English villages. Most com-
panies also could supply matching ceramic

corbels (to hold up the mantel), keystones

(for arched fireboxes), and various trirn tiles.

It was possible to order the whole fireplace

front from the same company so the firebox

could be constructed to fit the tiles instead

of the other way amund.

Some Arts & Crafts houses had tran-

sitional fireplace facings-a Victorian/

Edrvardian holdover, featuring highly glazed

majolica tiles, usually a srnaller version of
strbu,ay tiles, generally measuring lVz" x 6"

or lr/+" x 6rr, but sornetimes as small as 1" x

3". These had semitranslucent glazes with
color variations from lighr to dark within
individual tiles.

Some fireplaces were simply faced with
plaster or stucco, although plaster also u'as

cornbined with brick, stone, or tile accents.

Sttrne fireplaces may have been influenced

by Spanish Revival styles-particularly after

the 1915 Panama-California Exposition in
San Diego, designed in a Spanish Colonial
style by architect Bertram Goodhue. A
Spanish-infl uenced fireplace usually features

a rnonolithic plastered firebox and chimney,

often with built-in niches.

Many fireplaces were available in kit
fcrrm: A btrilder could simply order a fire-

place, and it would arrive with the masonry,

the facing, and the damper, and could be

tumed over to the mason to install.

Finding the Fireplace
Later owners, in some misguided attempt

to "modemize," may have painred, covered

up, or rem()ved the original fireplace fac-

ing. Painting seems to be the most com-

mon indiscretion-the most cringe.worthy

ABOVE,TOP: ln an Eagle Rock California, bun-
galow, a fireplace faced with large earth-tone
tiles is flanked by bookcases with leaded glass
doors under high casement windows. ABOVE.

BOTTOM:The purple and red tones of clinker
bricks blend into the surrounding redwood
paneling in a Berkeley Craftsman.
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O Remember that you can
always restore a fireplace that
isn't as original as it should be.

a lf the fireplace facing has been
painted, that's easy to remove
from tile; it's harder to get off
brick or stone, but still doable. (lt
will involve chemicals, scrubbing,
and probably dental tools.)

a lf the original fireplace was
ripped out and replaced with
something really horrid 

"1."-i , wirh muttipte tayers of paint, a clinker-brickfire-
i 970s woodstove, remove it and pi"i"'i"lii-oj rtouse was too far gone to save, so
build a proper fireplace tlat - iesigner Michelle Nelson created a new covering.
complies with current codes. lf
the facing has been covered up, you'll need to rip off the covering. Sometlmes
you'll find great tiles beneath; sometimes you'll find nothing because previous
owners removed the original facing. At that point, you'll have to figure out what
to reface it with.

The new facing uses handmade Syzygy tiles;
Michelle Iaid the pattern out on th€ floor first to
finesse the color dirtribution and grout lines.

a lf the fireplace has already been rebuilt or refaced with something inappro-
priate, it may be possible to simply cover it up. Many brick manufacturers make
thin versions of brick for use as veneer (unfortunately no clinker brlck), and tile is

another option. Most tiles in the bungalow era were glazed by hand, even if the
tiles were machine-made, which results in less uniformity in the glaze than mod-
ern tiles. Because a fireplace
surround is U-shaped, tiling a

fireplace is less straightforward
than tiling a countertop (an

arched firebox complicates
things further). Tiles bigger than
6" x 6" tend to read as modern.
Watch your spacing; fireplace
tiles tended to have wider grout
joints than the minimal ones
used in vintage kitchens and
bathrooms, especially if the tile
was handmade. Joints up to %"

were common, although nar-

rower joints (usually not less

than %") also were used.

Project manager Chris D'Andrea made a new man-
tel on site from Western red cedar; it references
the design of an original mantel in the living room.

Friend or Faux
ln I901, Alfred Humphrey invented
an inverted gaslight. Soon after, when
it became apparent that electric light
was going to take over, he used the
same technology to come up with the
Humphrey Radiant-Fire Heater. which
used gas to heat ceramic inserts to incan-
descence. Many ofthese heaters were
designed to be installed in a fireplace.

Eventually this led to other kinds
of faux fireplaces, like gas logs, or my
personal favorite, the electric fireplace
consisting of a red lightbulb and a

rotating cylinder of crumpled tinfoil to
simulate flames (combined with a really
fake-looking log).

update I've encountered is painting the

bricks bright red, and the mortar bright
white. The paint chosen to paint a fireplace

is invariably gkrssy, and 99 percent ofthe
time, it's white.

After paint, the most popular refacing

material seems to be the dreaded "used

brick"-not really used, but rather tumbled

after manufacture, and consisting of rnixed

colors, mostly red, but with a lot of white

and black on the surface. "Used brick" also

c()rnes in a thin veneer version.

More recent "modernizations" may

find the fireplace being refaced with 12" x
12" stone tiles. Granite and marble seem

to be the most popular, but slate is up-and-

coming-because it looks kind of rustic,

people think it is therefore appropriate for
a Craftsman home. Itt not. However, all
of these "updates" can be removed, and
fireplaces restored to their original luster,

with a little time and elbow grease.

Built during a tirne of radiators, fur-

naces, cookstoves, and electricity, most Arts
& Crafts fireplaces weren't necessary for
lighting, cooking, or heat, yer they were

still thought to play a central role in family
life, embodied in the phrase "hearth and

home." Art & Crafts designers knew thar
there is no substitute for the joy ofgathering

around the fire. iL

Jane Powell is a restoration consultant and

the author of fiue bungalow books.
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O lf you can't deal with stripping
paint, there is always the option
of repainting in a more brick-
like, stone-like, or tile-like color.
(Don't use semi-gloss paint-
bricks and stone aren't shiny, nor
is most Arts & Crafts fireplace
tile). Or you could faux paint it to
look like brick or stone, although
if you've never faux painted
before, you should practice (a
lot) before attempting the fire-
place. (lt might be worthwhile to
hire a decorative painter.) Never
paint an original, unpainted fire-
place for any reason.
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Green Motawifietd
tiles are combined
with landscape and
other decorativetiles
in a seemingly ran-
dom layout on ttris
fireplace. ;
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An original
Rittenhouse

longbell chime
graces the
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or clang of the more gong-like
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ailike iipa&& diifg.ilong of:Ioagbell chimes rang clear.
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ABOVE & RIGHT: Period advertisements
from Marco and NuTone peddle

the pleasing sound of door chimes.
BELOW, CLOCKWISE: An Edwards

compact chime, a Mello-Chime reso-
nator-style chime, and a reproduction

Victorian-era bell from Byron Bells.

A chime's plunger can easily become

sticky from corrosion, dust, and oil.

The resultl A lack of any sound, or

only half of the intended ring (a

"ding" but not a "dong"). Here's how

to remedy the problern:

E
l. i.,.,., workings (they all can be

slightly different). Drawing a simple

diagram is a good idea.
@{1u..:

-

Longbell chimes filled U.S. homes-from bungalorvs to Tudors to ranches-
until about the late 1960s, when the commonplace two-, three-, or four-note

devices fell out of favor. Today, most doorbells ring a purely electronic

device from a big-box store. But if a plaster niche shaped like

a simple rectangle or ornate cathedral window graces your

house's entry, that's a clue that it once hosted one of biggest

home booms of the 20th century.

Restoring a set of vintage longbell chimes is anything but

simple, says Tim Wetzel, owner of Knock Doorbells, whose

restored chimes have gone on the sets of films and inro homes

throughout the U.S. "Most chimes were guaranteed hy the manu-

facturer for one year," he says. 'A half
century later, it should be surprising

that many still work. In the interest

of functionality and safety, even the

ones that more or less rvork are ready

for some TLC."
If your home's chimes aren't sound-

ing, the problem could stem from a mal-

functioning transfcrrmer, incorrect volt-

age, nonfunctioning doorbell buttons, or faulty

chime connections, among other problems. If you

have the electrical or mechanical skills, you may

be able to resolve the issue yourself; ifnot, call in
a pro experienced in chime restoration to trouble-

shoot electrical or chime problems. Here's a quick guide

to getting those hells ringing once rnore.

n Slide the plunger out of the cyl-

L o inder,carefully placing aside the

spring. Use extreme care, says Wetzel,

as the wires that power solenoids are

fragile like butterfly wings.

1 Use a meral polish like
Jo Semichrome, Wenol, or

Autosol, which offer a protec-

rive wax flnish; apply inside the

solenoid coil tube with a Q-tip.
Polishing the cylinder may

require elbow grease and a rag.

(Note: Chimes should never be oiled,

as oil's viscosity causes the plunger to
gel up, collect dust, and eventually
prevent movement.)

A Reassemble the cylinder, plung-
-1 . .., and spring exactly as they

looked in your diagram.
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chimes can be danger-

ous. llYetzel says they've been known
to ignite house fires due to overheating
solenoids.

L.-__-.J

Fix #1:
Cl,eaning the
PLunger-and

Catinder



A bell's fabric loops can break or degrade, and
cause the bell to fall or offer a poor sound.

Here's how to replace your loops:

the knot and prevent fraying (you also can use

a drop of super glue). The knot will secure the
longbell into position.

3
Insert thin crafting wire through the

o chime's end plug, and push the wire until
it comes out the bottom.

1 Remove the old, frayed, damaged loop.

I o You can cut off any exposed old loop
cord on the existing chime, and push the
remaining cord down into the tube.

., Tie a bowline knot out of nylon cord,
4 o making a loop about 1" in diameter.

Make sure the knot is positioned correctly
so that the plunger's strike face will hit the
longbell beneath the knot. Once the knot is
in the right spot, use a match to lightly fuse

A Twist the new loop onto the wire, then

a. pull the wire up through the rube. Use

needle-nose pliers to gently pull the wire loop
and knot through the top of the bell.

-5
The bell is now ready to hang (and

r ring) again.

o
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Not interested in restoring your own chimes, or just
want a new set? Here are a few options:

Knock Doorbells (knockdoorbells.com): Wetzel
occasionally sells restored chimes on his site, tra-
versing a wide range of eras. He has amassed a

chime inventory awaiting restoration; if you tell him
what you're looking for in terms of type, style, era,
price, and urgency, he can suggest options. (Wait
patiently for a response; Wetzel works full-time for
Rejuvenation and has limited time for his chime
hobby.)

Rejuvenation (rejuvenation.com): Sells resonator-
style chimes in Craftsman, Atomic Age, and
Streamline styles.

Historic Houseparts (historichouseparts.com):
Sells vintage doorbells, new-old-stock chimes, and
antique mechanical bells.

NuTone (nutone.com): Still offers a multinote
resonator-style chime in multiple wood finishes;

simple, compact styles; and
several longbell options sold in
individual parts.

Byron Bells (chbyron.eu/
en): For a pre-1920 home, this
U K-based company offers
Wired Victoria Bells as a brass
bell mounted on a wooden box.
Several U.S. distributors sell the bells
for around $250.

Etsy (etsy.com) and eBay (ebay.
com): Both sites can be a good
source for vintage doorbells; I

picked up two fantastic new-
in-box 1940s doorbells. Check
used doorbells for functionality; a

Restored & New Chimes

sticky doorbell stuck in an "on" position could start
a house fire by overheating the chime solenoid,
according to Wetzel. (Check his website for dia-
grams and information about doorbell wiring.)
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A Harmony-
brand chime
interior before
and after resto-
ration.
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Fix #2: Replacing BeLL Hanger Loops
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Cover: The Bakelite, metal, or wood
decorative cover that hides the chime's
inner workings.

Bell hanger loop: The cotton, nylon, or
other fiber loop the bells hang from.

Bells: the hanging metal tubes that
emit sound.

Solenoid: An electromagnetic coil,

plunger, and spring mechanism that
powers the chime.

Cylinder: The tube the plunger moves

through.

Plunger: The moving metal cylinder
that brings the strike faces into contact

with the bells.

I Strikefaces:Thetworubber
,l orwooden bumpersthatphysi-
I cally contact the bells, making

the ding-dong sound.

Coil or spring: The spring
that returns the bumpers to
neutral.

LEF1 Ever wondered how a doorbell works? When the doorbell
is pressed (2), the solenoid is energize{ and the plunger is driven
to the right and strikes the right bell. As the doorbell is held (3),

the solenoid remains energized and the plunger bounces off the
bell and rebounds without touching the left bell. Upon release

of the doorbell (4),the solenoid is de-energize4and the spring
pulls the plunger back and strikes the left bell.The plunger then
returns to neutral (5) when it bounces offthe left bell.

BELOW: Mid-century chimes, in a period advertisement (right)

and in reproduction from Rejuvenation (left).

If one or more of the bells is broken,

missing, or damaged, you may want to

replace those metal tubes-but doing

s,: isn't easy. You can't suhstitute a new

bell for a nonworking bell unless it's

from the exact same mcldel of chime.

"Bell tuning is a result of alloy, diam-

eter, length, and wall thickness, and

there is no standard for vintage bells,"

\Tetzel explains. Different chime sets

feature various brass alloys with dif-

fering cokrration, volurne, and reso-

nance, so it's unlikely to find a bell

that can be easily swapped in for

the missing or damaged bell. Your

choices, according to \il/etzel:

1 Hang a piece of brass pipe just

I. ,o fill the gap, for aesthetic rea-

sons only. Cost: About $20.

1 Find a stray vintage bell to
L t h,ang; search reuse stores or

eBay. The chime may not sound the
same (or even work), but the bell's

look may rnore closely resemble an

authentic style. Cost: Price depen-

dent upon seller, but generally $20+.

", Buy an inexpensive new set

Jr of bells from NuTone (see

"Restored and New Chimes" on the
previous page), modify hangers, and

replace all bells. Cost: $130+.2o
z
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Longbells are the characteristic
chime, featuring two, three, or four
long metal bells hanging from the chime's mechanism
and cover. Popular during the 1930s through 1950s.

Resonators feature short, thick tubes instead of long bells.

The tubes are actually acoustic chambers that enhance
the sound of xylophone-like reeds inside the tubes.
Several styles of resonator chimes are available today.

Compacts are streamlined, rectangular-shaped chimes
featuring neither bells nor tubes. They're more common
during the mid-century (1950s1960s) era through today.

4.
Scavenge a set of bells from

a nonworking chime set.

Replace all bells. Cost: Around
$20 for a badly damaged or abused

chime set, but can easily run into
the hundreds.

Tim Wetzel divulges the worst chimes
ever-use only at your own risk!
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Fix #3:
RepLacing
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Bargain Bungalow

LEF1 Before home-
owners Tim and
Paula Schmitt (below)

bought the bunga-
low, it was obscured
by towering pine
trees growing in the
front and back yards.
OPPOSITE: The couple
repainted the dining
room a mossy green
and used a lighter
shade to highlight the
picture-frame mold-
ings. They kept the
room's existing
chandelier but even-
tually would like to
replace it with an Arts
& Crafts-style fixture.

A Chicago couple transforms a neighborhood eJesore

into an inqtiting home-on a reasonable budget.

Sronv nv Nrcolr SwruNrv Errnn I PHoros ev ANov OlrNtcx

For three years, the 1920 stucco bungalow sat empty, home to only rats

and grasshoppers and completely shrouded from view by towering pines.

But when newlyweds Tim and Paula Schmitt spotted the "for sale" sign

on the Evanston, Illinois, house, located just three blocks from Lake

Michigan, they were thrilled. Never mind the decades of neglect; the
yellowed, stained walls and ceilings; the brown shag carpeting and

flamingo-pink kitchen; and the unmistakable odor of pet urine.

"We wanted to find a diamond in the arrything exorbitant," Paula says.

rough, sornething that needed to be shined Fortunately, the five-bedroom, two-
up," Paula says. "When we walked in, right bathroorn house turned out to be a true

away it felt like there u,as good integrity gem. Soon after purchasing the home in
to the house. Then it became sort of a September 2010, Paula and Tim discovered

fantasy-what could it become?" After it was an official Evanston landmark. The
house-hunting for a year in the pricey Evanston History Center files note that
Chicago-area market, the first-time home- "this house is an excellent representative

owners were relieved to snag a house that of a bungalcxv, hut its elements taken from
cost roughly half of others in the neighhor- the Craftsman and the Prairie styles pro-

hood. "Our budget wasn't going to allow vide it with a claim to special attention."

www.oldhouseonline.com ()LD-H()USE JOUIINAL FEBt.t \l{Y 1\1AI.CH tr)1: 35
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ABOVE: An existing window seat (restained
by Tim and Paula) helps hide a radiator while
providing a sunny perch in the dining room.
BELOW: After their electrician discovered
electrical boxes hidden behind the living
room plaster, Tim and Paula seized the
opportunity to add Prairie-style sconces.
RIGHT: Mark Mushinskiy helped draft the
<ouple's kitchen ideas, while carpentel
Mykola Rudyy executed the plans, blending
new cabinets with the old.
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Diving In
Paula, a graphic designer, and Tim, a fifttr-
generation bakery owner, quickly learned

they had inherited the mysterious house

on the bbck. Neighbors gaped frorn the

sidewalk while four overgrown pines were

removed, revealing the home's exterior for

the first time in decades. They also cleared

three B0' pines that had swallowed the
small backyard. Paula and Tim hated to cut

down the trees, but they weren't appropri-

ate for the lot. A mess of weedy vines and

an ugly chain-link fence also had to go.

Sc,on, the 2,200-square-foot interior was

flooded with lighr. They also removed

an unsightly aluminum screen door and

splurged on a new porch light-a hand-

crafted, amber mica reproduction of a 1905

Arts & Crafts.style lantern. "We wanted

the house to look alive again," Paula says.

Armed with a stack of bungalow

books for inspiration and $1,500 in Home

Depot gift cards they'd amassed through
credit card points, they turned rheir arten-

tion to the inside of the house. They spent

more than four months in a rnad dash of
renovations, trying to get the house into
livable shape while they stayed with Tim's
parents. "Once we got into the project and

we realized the scale of it, I think we gor

a little nervous," Tim says.

lnitially, they thought they'd move

in by Thanksgiving. But then came

Christmas. And then New Year's. lTithout
a general contractor, "we learned by doing,"

Paula says, "and sometimes doing wrong."

A measuring mishap in the kitchen meant

that the sink was 3" from being perfectly

centered under the kitchen window, also

throwing off the alignrnent of the range

and range hood. Fixing it cost them nearly

$700 and another montht delay. Another
setback came when they discovered too
late that their newly refinished floors

www-old hou seon line-com
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weren't as dark as they'd hoped, forcing

them to resand and restain the hardwood.

They first called in experts to tackle

asbestos on the basement's pipes and in
floor tiles in the basement and back porch,

then hired pros to update the electrical and

plumbing. Although their tight timeline
motivated them to hire help where they

could, Paula and Tim tried to cut costs by

performing several projects themselves. For

example, when they learned that the water

heater's f'lue would need to be relined-a
$2,000 job-their chimney crew suggested

rerouting it to the boiler's flue. Tim was

able to do it himself, saving on the expen-

sive repair.

The infrastructure work led to a ser-

endipitous discovery by electrician James

Ratajczyk, who was hired to rewire the
house. During his inirial walkthrough,
Ratajczyk noticed that the living room's

plaster had several areas that changed

slightly in texrure. Hidden beneath were

five old electrical boxes, which Tirn and

Paula used to install inexpensive Prairie-

style sconces.

Back to Basics
The electrical boxes weren't the only
things waiting to be revealed. "There were

all these layers," Tim says. "We tried to get

it down to more of a clean slate without
destroying the style of the home."

The hardwood floors, for instance,

were covered with a patchwork of brown
shag, linoleum, and tile. Tim easily tore

up the carpeting, whose padding had long

stopped adhering to the floor. Prying up

the linoleum and tile took crowbars, a

chemical stripper, scrapers, and a lot of
elbow grease.

The one room with exposed hardwood

presented its own challenge, When they

peeled back the dining room rug, they

ln the breakfast nook,
Tim and Paula's carpen-
ter built a custom table
to complement the
lines of existing built-in
benches-a step up from
the Formica table that
was there before.

found Chicago newspapers from the 1940s

shellacked to the hardwood floor, a relic

of the previous owners' incontinent dog.

"lt looked like a collage," Paula says. "lfit
didn't smell really rank and awful, it'd be

something you'd cut out and save."

They were forced to replace the dining

room floor, but were able to restore the oak

and pine hardwood throughout the rest of
the house. They chose a dark walnut stain

and restained the dining room's French

doors and window seat to match the richer

shade ofthe floors. "l think the dark, con-

tinuous hardwood floors make the house

Iook larger and the rooms more grand,"

Paula says. "The darker color also helped

hide some areas that had been stained over

the years in a few of the bedrooms."

Affordable Alterations
Some projects turned out to be more com-

plicarcd than expected. In the first-floor
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TOP: Paula delights in calling the upstairs
bedroom "the free room." "Almost every-
thing in it was either found or given to us,"
she says. ABOVE: A restored clawfoot tub,
relocated from upstairs, takes center stage
in the refinished main bath.

bathroom, for instance, they needed to

replace the broken toilet and didn't real-

ize that their 12" rough-in energy-efficient

rnodel wotrldn't fit until an emphatic con-

tractor schooled thern. So Paul:r began :r

city-wide quest for a 1{" rough-in toilet,
which she finally fountl at a smali local
plurnbing shop.

They also refinished a clawfoot tuh
that was too big for the second-story bath-

room and relocated it to the main hath. "l
love bathroorns with a clawfrrot tub," Paulir

says. They hired a contractor to grind off
the tubt layers,rf paint and reglaze it, then
had an antique hardware store replate the

claw feet in brushed nickel.

Under the bathroom's yellowed lir-ro-

leum, they discoverecl the original 1"

white hexagonal tile, and spent a full day

scrubbing away the cement-like goo that
had secr-rred the linoleum. But when they

ordered hexagonal tiles to fill in an area

around the new tuh, they learned that
today's 1" tiles are only %". "There wasn't

going to he a good way to blend the new

tiles with the old," Paula says. So instead,

they outlined the area in black pencil rile
to make it look intentional.

The kitchen was anorher big project.

"lt was a gkrw of pink," Paula says, refer-

ring to the hue that covered rhe walls and
cabinets. They spent hours stripping five

layers of paint and were able to preserve

most of the original built,in cabinetry,

though they tweaked the layout to cre-

ate more counter space and accctmmodate

their appliances. They also replaced the
wall of laminate cabinets added by the
previous homeowners with sirnple, afford-

able cabinets with recessed front panels to
match the built-ins. Tb help them blend

even lnore, carpenter Mykola Rudyy added

trirn and repurposed an unused cabinet
door as the side panel. "He is really the
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guy who made this come to life," Paula

says. "He was really good at integrating
the new cabinets. He did such a nice job

of making them look like they've always

been there."

They turned a flea-market find into a

cost effective center island, painting it a

mossy green and topping it with butcher

block reclaimed from the family bakery. A
new copper under-mount sink and antique

copper faucet finish the west-facing wall
of the kitchen.

In the breakfast nook, Tim and Paula

removed a '5Os-style Formica table and had

their carpenter fashion a table to match

the design of the built-in benches, using

a Corian countertop also reclaimed from
the familyt bakery. They hope to eventu-

ally add Arts & Crafts-style wallpaper to
the nook.

The bedrooms were easily transformed

with refinished floors and freshly painted

walls, though the ceilings were so dingy
they took four coats of paint. The couple

also repaired decaying plaster on the walls

and crown moldings throughout the house.

The windows were in bad shape, too.

"!7e love the original double-hung and

casement windows in the house, but they

have accounted for hours of work," Paula

says. "The pros fixed broken panes and

ropes. Tim pretty much did the rest." In
addition to cleaning years of accumulated
filth, he rem,rved and repaired disintegrat-

ing screens, scraped peeling paint, and

sealed loose panes.

There are still plenty of projects left on
Paula and Timt to-do list. The upstairs

bathroom, u,hlch had a rorting floor,
remains gutted, though they did find a

second clawfoot tub on Craigslist that
they plan to refinish.

ABOVE: Removing the yard's overgrown
pines not only reconnected the house to the
neighborhood, but also resulted in a much
sunnier living room.

"We're a real working couple with a

real budget," Paula says. "!7e don't have

endlessly deep pockets." So, theyte pac-

ing themselves. Eventually they hope to
improve the insulation, add an upstairs

den, replace the garage roo( repaint the
exterior trim, and landscape the yard. But

at this point, they're content to enjoy all
the progress they've already made.

"Wete so happy to be here," Tim says.

"We love to be home, and everything we

do is just icing on the cake." !L

Iv
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Share your own budget-friendly restora-
tion ideas in our special forum.
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USTOM ARVE,D
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LEFTI The new cove
molding (top right) is
virtually indistinguish-
able from the original
molding (top left) in
the adjacent room.

BELOW, LEFT TO
RIGHT: Before making
any cuts, Brian labels
the molding stock with
the cutting sequence.
After three passes

across th€ table saw,
the cove begins to take
shape.

Qet the Look of historic coqte molding by blending off.the.shelf
parts with a Little woodworking finesse.

Srony.a.No PHoros ey BzuaN CaNrpesLL
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Baseboards on the ceiling and upside-down base-

boards on walls...as strange as it sounds, these are the

elements of a three-piece assembly of cove molding I

created to match original 80-year-old cove molding

in a newer addition to my 1930s Georgian Revival

home in'lfinona, Minnesota.
The original molding has just a 28-degree spring angle,

giving it nearly twice as much rise as run, so it was impossible

to find a match. I considered a full custom molding run, but

given that it was just for one room, I decided that the setup

charge for custom knife-grinding was cost-prohibitive-so I
set about milling it myself.

The upper and lower parts of the three-part moldir-rg assem-

bly are two pieces of off-the-shelf baseboard stock with a profile

that matches the original moldings in the adjacent room. The

rhird (middie) parr is an elliptical cove that I milled on a table

saw by passing 1x4 molding stock over the saw blade at an

oblique angle. l used a 6' level clamped at a 3O-degree angle as

my fence and cut the cove in three light passes. While milling

a standard cove involves centering the stock over the blade, for

this elliptical version, the curve is milled with a tighter radius

shifred ro one side of the molding and feathered into an angled

saw cut at the lower edge of the profile.

The cove in this molding is created from the outside in-you
start by milling the angled edges of the molding first; milling
the cove into the face of the molding is one of the final steps.

The initial cut (shown at far left) is made with the
stock placed vertically, the fence on the left, and
the blade set at 17 degrees. This is a kerf cut that
will eventually become the bottom portion of the
cove face (far right), so it should only go about
13la" into the stock. The next four cuts are all
made with the blade at 28 degrees; they will
remove the corners at the edges ofthe cove. (The

cuts meet to create a go-degree corner at the top
right and bottom left of the molding.) The first
cut is made with the sto(k vertical and the fence
to the right to shape the edge of the molding
where it meets the wall. The second cut, with the
stock flat and the fence to the left, shapes the
edge of the molding that will meet the ceiling.
The third and fourth cuts repeat the process on
the other end ofthe stock; the third is a vertical
cut with the fence to the right, while the fourth is

a flat cut with the fence to the right. Once all four
corners have been (ut, the cove is milled at an
oblique angle in three slow, shallow passes.

www.oldhouseonline.com oLD-HoUSEJoURNAL FEBRUARY-MARCH2Ol2 4T

Using a featherboard to help feed the wood into
the saw will help make vertical cuts safer.This
project requires the fence to be to the left of an
angled blade for two cuts, which is normally a

no-no, but using a featherboard helps to keep it safe. I set
thefeatherboard on an MDF sled board, which held the
board nicely against the fence while keeping it from squeez-
ing the kerftogether and binding on the blade.
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.l Ti, make the four curs needed for rhe
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of the molding, I ser rhe saw

blade to 28 degrees (the spring angle of the

original molding). All four edge curs can be

made wirh the same blade setting by simply

moving the fence and by making some passes

with the stock horizontal and some with it
positioned vertically. The curs musr be made

in a specific order, or the stock wont have

the edge needed to make the next cur (see

"Evolution of a Cove," previous page). After
the edges have been cut, the cove is milled
by passing the stock over the blade three
times, carving out very little material on the
first pass and raising the blade slightly for
each additional pass. To creare the oblique

angle needed for the cove, I removed the
stock fence on the saw and clamped a level

to the table at a 30-degree angle to serve as

the fence.

ABOVE: To set up the table saw to mill the
oblique angle for the cove, Brian removes the
stock fence and clamps a 6' level to the table
at a 30-degree angle.

,, After all the cuts were made, I sand-

L t ed the face of the mold in g wirh a V+"

sheet sandeg smoothing out the transition
between the concave upper portion of the
cove face and the angled cur on rhe lower
portion. The molding was then primed to
prepare it for installation.

-, To jrrin the finished secrions ()f

J. ..,,r", I cut a 22.5-degree scarf joint
on the end of each piece to splice thern

together. Scarf joints are generally favored

by restorati<)n carpenters for historic
accuracy-and because they are harder
to see, provide more surface area for glue

to bond to, and allow the two pieces to
be through-nailed to each other, rather
than just nailed to the backing. For this
assembly, I stapled a 12"-1ong, 2"-wide rip
of 7+" plywood to the back ofthe cove to
reinforce the scarf joint.

i T,-r install the m,rldings, I used a

'fo -rrki.tg block to determine the
proper position for the two strips of base-

board that would become the edges of the

molding, then nailed the baseboard pieces

to the wall and ceiling withfinish nails. The
baseboards function as a nailing surface for

the ct>ve layeq which is attached directly in
the center of the two baseboard layers to pro-

vide a consistent reveal on either side. Once

the moldings were installed, I sandec'l akrng

rhe scarfs t() remove minor variations in
profile and blend the pieces together. Once
the finished assembly was painted, it was

virtually indistinguishable from the original
rnolding in the adjacent room. fi

Brian Campbell restores historic homes

as the owner of Basswood Architectural
C ar p entr y in Winon a, Minne so t a.

This is a unique pro-
cess*wood milled at an
oblique angle behaves
differently than wood

42 oLI)-HousEJouRNAL FEBI(uAI\y-MAI{cH lr)r2 www.old houseo n lin e.com

4 Steps to Creating Elliptical Cove Molding

When feeding the moldiiigrtock
into the Llade, Brian rests hig left
hand on top of it as if holding
a pool <ue to keep the stock in
alignment, being careful not to
push it too close to the blade.

SAFETY
tl

fed parallel to the blade. Not only
is kickback a potential problem,
but the unique approach angle
makes predicting the direction of
kickbacks challenging. ln addition,
the operation must be performed
without a blade guard*but
because the blade is barely above
the table surface, the wood itself
acts as a guard in a limited sense.
The best way to ensure safety is
by making multiple slow shallow
passes. Careful experimentation
with the technique is the only way
to become proficient with this
method, but even those familiar
with the technique are wise to go
slowly and be very careful.
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olding InstallationMII

FI
\t, I

The baseboard pieces are installed first (A); the cove is then fitted in the center and nailed to the baseboards. lnstalling molding can be a one-
person job with the help oftelescoping "third hand" poles (B). Once the cove pieces have been fastened to the wall, the scarfjoints connecting
them are sanded (C) to create a seamless appearance, The primed cove (D) is now ready to be painted to match existing trim.
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Coming I-Jp
man

A Pasadena couple revives a worn-down and
remuddled bungalow with the help of a

sawy design duo.

Sronyey CLAREMARTTN I Psoros ny Nrcx Sevoy

Bill and Anita Morris were prerry skeptical the first time they walked

through their 1910 bungalow in Pasadena, California. Akhough the

house boasted plenty of original details-from shingle siding and a

quarter-sawn oak front door to box-beam ceilings and a built-in buf-

fet in the dining 166rn-i1 needed plenty of work, too. Most of the

woodwork had been painted white, and the kitchen and bathroom

had been remuddled by previous owners. Never having restored a

house before, the Morrises weren't quite sure they were up to the

task of bringing back its period character.
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I Wth reproduction
glass-fronted
fireplace

& Crafts
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to the exterior.
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Stripping al! of the paint€d woodwork in the
house would have required too much time
and money, so designers David Goldberg and
John Douglas focused their efforts on key
elements-doors and built-ins-instead.

Enter David Goldberg. A local real-
estate agent, he tackles home restora-
tions in his spare time, having caught
the old-house bug at an early age while
watching his parenrs re-creare an English
manor house in Bel Air. Over the past

two decades, he's consulted on and
restored countless vintage homes in the
Los Angeles area. Familiar with David's
background, Bill and Anita's agent sug-

46 oLD-HousEJ()URNAL FEIIr{uAR.. MAI\CH lo12

gested that the couple meet wirh him to
talk through what restoring the house
would entail.

"Often people are afraid of houses

that need work," says David, "but after I

consult with them, they'll feel confident
that they can do the work." Thpping into
David's expertise did the trick for Bill and

Anita, too; they purchased the home and

handed over the design reins to David
and felkrw designer John Douglas.

Bringing It Back
Although many original details
remained, "cosmetically, the house was

very run down," David says. The exre-
rior shingle cladding was a dull gray ser

against white trim; it was repainted in a
mossy green, accented with warm brown
and brick red. "The painting made a huge

difference in the visual appeal of the
house," says Anita.

Inside, all of the original doors
were still intact, with their original
hardware, but both the doors and the
hardware had been painted whire. John
and David dismantled rhe doors and
had them stripped and stained; the
hardware also was stripped, replated,
and polished.
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With refurbished built-in storage, a custom-blended paint color on the walls, and restored vintage lighting, the dining room-which
opens to a small screened porch-is one of Anita's favorite rooms in the house. "ltt a wonderful space for entertaining," she says.

One glaring omission

from the home! interior
was a fireplace surround

framed by built-in, glass-

fronted bookcases, a com-

mon feature in many bun-

galows of the era. Referencing other houses

in the neighborhood, David and John
designed a period-accurate replacement,

staining it to match other woodwork in the

house and facing the firebox with repro-

duction Batchelder tile. 'As a real-estate

agent, I go in houses every week and take

photographs or remember details," David

says.'All you have to do is copy things."

Because virtually nothing original
was left in the kitchen or master bath-

room, they were gutted and completely

redesigned. John and David also con-

verted a large closet into a small ensuite

bathroom for the guest bedroom. For

these new spaces, "'We were interested

in doing things that were in the spirit of
the period," says Anita, "without being
period correct." The revamped kitchen,

for instance, features a mix of Shaker-

style cabinets, granite countertops, a

stainless steel Wolf range, and an art-tile
backsplash. "Here in Pasadena, there are

resources for everything," says David. "You

can get reproduction tile, pedestal sinks-
itt really easy to redo a kitchen or a bath."

The small pool in the back yard-a
must-have for Bill and Anita-presented
a bit more of a challenge for David and

John. "!7e had almost no land to work
with, but were able to slam the carport
up against the property line, which gave

us just enough room to squeeze in a riny
pool," says David. A decorative tile panel

running along the back of the pool gives

it a bit of Arts & Crafts flair. "They
wanted it to feel almost like a fountain
or a pond," John says.

l'l<()l )U(. f S: All paints, Benjamin

Moore, All tile from Mission Tile West.

Exterior: Cladding color, <ustom mix
similar to'Cabbage Patch'; Porch deck

color,'Country Redwood.' Living Room/

Den/Dining Room: Light fixtures and
furnishings, Revival Antiques; Rugs,

Messerian Rugs. Bathroom: Pedestal

sink and faucet, George's Plumbing
Supply; Porcelain sconces, Rejuvenation
Kitchen: Paint color,'Eggshell'; Custom

cabinets, West Valley Custom Cabinetry;
Range,Wolf; Bin pulls and cupboard
catches, Restoration Hardware and
Crown City Hardware.
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Benjamin Moore: benjaminmoore.com

Crown City Hardware: crowncityhardware.com

George's Plumbing Supply: georgesshowroom.com

Messerian Rugs: messerianrugs.com

Mission Tile West: missiontilewest.com
Rejuvenation : rejuvenation.com

Restoration Hardware: restorationhardware.com

Revival Antiques: revivalantiques.com

West Valley Custom Cabinetry: wvcustom.com

Wolf : su bzero-wolf.com

ABOVE: Designed with Bill, the chef of the family, in mind, the new kitchen is a
blend of period elements and modern amenities. Bill designed the small island to
provide extra prep space.

The Bottom Line
Keeping the project within budget was

a key concern for Bill and Anita-but
they didn't want to skimp on the details.

"They always went for quality," says

John, "but they didn't necessarily spend

top dollar." This meant David and john
had to get creative in their approach.

48 oLD-HousEJoURNAL FEBr{uARy-MARCrr tr)tl

Case in point: the light
fixtures. For the main areas

of the house, John and

David selected beautifully
restored vintage lights from
Revival Antiques, a krcal

store that's often David's
go-to source for lighting on

restoratiorl projects. In less visible areas,

however, they relied on reproduction fix-
tures frorn Rejuvenati()n and Schoolhouse

Electric. "The fixtures are accLlrate repro-

ductions, and they're relatively inexpen-

sive-$100 versr-rs $1,500 for a vinrage

light," says David.

They also decided not to strip the
white paint off of the box beams and
trim in the living roorn, den, and dining
room, choosing to concentrate instead on
refurbishing the built-in buffer and china
cabinets. "Stripping things in place is

really difficult and expensive," David says.

"When you're trying to do an accurate

restoration, it can really add up."

Fc'rrtunately for the Morrises, the house

had enough original character that they

rvere able to enhance it without breaking

the bank. "'W'hen you have a nice look to

begin with and mix in inexpensive things,"

says John, "it just kroks wonderful." dL
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Set

in a field of inexpensive white
subway tile, Art Nouveau-style
de(orative tiles bring a dash of
color to the kitchen's otherwise
neutral palette.The small pool
in the back yard has a fountain-
like feel; to stay on budget, John
and David chose to cover the
patio with concrete pavers that
simulate the look of variegated
brickwork. Simple but period-
appropriate tilg plumbing
fixtures, and lighting highlight a

new bath in a former closet.
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Removing Trim
By ruE OHJ Eononw- Srarr o Puoros sy ANoy OlENrcr

emoving finish trim is a skill that will come in handy for any home
restorer. Plumbers and electricians often cut through trim to do
their upgrades, roughhousing kids and fast-moving pets can dam-
age old or delicate baseboards, and it's often necessary ro patch-in

repairs-not to mention that after a century of painting, trim often needs
stripping to regain its luster and reclaim irs profiles. Read on to discover
how it's done.

I
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< 2. Start in a comer Begin
bt us.ing the utitity knife i
cargully score througjh the
paint, 

1taking ,"rrrrl passes
over all areas wheie individual
tlim cgmnonents intersect, as
here between the baseboard
molding and the quarter_round
shoe molding.
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1. First, assemble Your tools'

ior this Prqect, You'll need five

basic tools' (pictured clockwise) :

a claw-foot.hammer, Pry bar'

wooden shim (a Paint stiwer

works in a Pintch), nail-Pulling

pliers, and a utilitY k''f'' '

t
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< 3. Next, place the shim

behind the pry bar to protect

the adjoining trim pieces, and

leverage the bar as a wedge to

begin prytng the shoe molding

away from the baseboard. Wo*
slowly and deliberately. lf the

shoe molding seems stuck, move

the pry bar to the floor, and

gently work it between the floor-
boards ond shoe molding to help

loosen things up. Always place

a wooden buffer behind the tool
to protect adjacent pieces from
scratches and dents.

4. As the shoe molding begns

to loosen from the cornen

slowly move down the wall'

Once You're able to get the Pry

bar bineath a section of shoe

molding, it will become easY to

liberati the rest of the molding

to the nearest scarf ioint' >

/4

< 5. Once you,ve completely
removed the section from tie wall,
use the hammer,s claw or a pair of
11il-yuttinS ptiers to firmly i^r-tle finilh naits and pult thJm olt
Y,?rSh 

the back of the board.
t nts.prevents any damage to the
slAacl, sptitting of the molding, or
dmgs to the painted surface.
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U,Ir '.1 lrIil rrll rltll' Il AN AMBITIOUS REBUILDING PROJECT
BROUGHT BACK GRASS LAWN, A
STATELY r85oS HOME WrPED OUT
BY HURRICANE KATRINA. BvJev pRmuonn

TOP: Grass Lawn-so iconic that it graces the
City of Gulfport's official logo-stands once
again along the town's beachfront.

INSETI Early 2oth-century photos of Grass
Lawn, such as this one from 1918, helped the
preservation team reconstruct crucial details,
such as the width of the zigzags on the balus-
trades fronting the galeries.

Many buildings have risen

along the Mississippi coast since

Hurricane Katrina landed its

punch in 2005. But very few

embody the Spanish-moss-and-

mint-julep spirit of the Old South

quite like Grass Lawn, a stately

Greek Revivalhome with an airy

two-story galerie that overlooks

the Gulf of Mexico.

Katrina destroyed the original
Grass Lawn, leaving hardly a trace of
the mansion that was built around 1850

by a wealthy surgeon and landowner. It
was one of thousands of tragedies the
storm left behind. Officials of rhe City
of Gulfport, which owned the house and

operated it for weddings and receptions,

decided to rebuild Grass Lawn exactly as

it was before the storm. They assumed its

classic lines and relative simplicity would
make for a straightforward project.

It wasnt quite that easy.
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Gaining Support
"Normally we dont recommend recon.

struction," says Ken P'Pool, director of
the Historic Preservation Division of the

Mississippi Department of Archives and

History, which ultimarely oversaw the

design. This idea is based on the theory

that resources are scarce and are better

devoted to existing historic properties. "But

we believed that with this particular prop-

erty and this particular disaster, it deserved

special considerarion."

For historians as well as Gulfport resi-

dents, Grass Lawn was a rare touchstone

of the coast's antebellum past, already

diminished by previous hurricanes and

new casinos that had popped up along the

beachfront.

Rebuilding Grass Lawn looked like

smooth sailing at first, with $1.6 million
quickly assembled through a combina-

tion of insurance, aid from the Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),

and a special federal fund of $500,000

approved by Congress specifically for Grass

Lawn. The last amount was intended to

make up the difference between FEMA's

bare-bones reconstruction guidelines and

the level of attention required to rebuild

Grass Lawn according to the Secretary of
the Interior's standards.

Getting funding, it turned out, was

the easy part. The project hit its first road-

block when it came time to get apprr.lval

from the Gulfport City Council. One

council rnember vociferously objected to

rebuilding, arguing that Grass Lawn was a

reminder of the slave-owning South, and

there were many more serious needs in the

city ravaged by Katrina. That evening,

with a mere quorum of the council pres-

ent, the project was voted down. Only
later did public uproar prompt the full
council to meet again and vote to approve

reconstruction ofthe house, long regarded

as one of the Culf Coasr's most imfortant
architectural landmarks.

LEFT: Grass Lawn,
as it looked before
Hurricane Katrina.
Preservation spe-
cialist Ron Miller
guesses that the
more delicate
railings shown
here were added
in 1969, after
Hurricane Camille.

BELOW: After
Katrina, Grass

Lawn was Iittle
more than a foot-
print along the
oceanfront.

Digging Up Details
Exactly re-creating a 160-year-old house

is a daunting prospect. In this case, state

preservation experts and the City of
Gulfport agreed to forgo unseen aspects

of authenticity such as hand-hewn timber

and pegge,l joinery, and concentrate on vis-

ible elements. The new house would have

modern framing and mechanical systems,

and meet up-to-date code standards. But

exposed elements would be replicated with
a verisimilitude that eluded even the pre-

Katrina original, which had been renovated

and altered over time.

The design of the house-a box with
two identical stories, three rooms wide

and one deep-was straightforward, and
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the detail was mostly geometric. But the
preservation team knew that re-creating

the house wouldnt be as easy as it seemed.

!7hi1e Grass Lawn's vemacular sryle meant
uncomplicated lines and ornament, it also

meant that it was builder-designed, without
any known architect and absolutely with-
out surviving drawings. Later plans used

in recent restorations were found, but they

lacked the level ofdetail needed to re-creare

moldings and other details.

What followed was a thorough exercise

in forensic architecture at a level rare even

for the state specialisrs, who usually have

remnants, if not old plans, to go on. In
this case they had photographs, some from

the federal Historic American Buildings
Survey (HABS), which shot Grass Lawn

LEFT & ABOVE: Historic photos guided the
rebuilding of the stacked-wood column capi-
tals, similar to those on other 1850s houses
in the area.

BELOW The rebuilt house begins to take
shape amidst the live oaks.

in 1978, and others thar had survived
from various sources. Piecing these images

together with historical descriptions and
drawings collected from a series ofprevious
rest()rations, they were able to reassemble

the house piece by piece. "lt was like a

Sherlock Holmes story," says P'Pool. "We
were looking for minute clues to reproduce

the smallest details."
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ABOVE: CAD drawings detail the profiles and
individual pieces of the column capitals.
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Retracing the foosteps of Grass Lawnt

original owner helped to unlock some valu-

able irsights. Dr. Hiram Alexander Roberts

maintained his primary residence in Port

Gibson, Mississippi, a hundred miles north-

west on the Mississippi River, not far from

the wealthy ciry ofNatchez. This connec-

tion provided important clues, especially

for preservation specialist Ron Miller,
who had previously served as the longtime

executive director of the Historic Natchez

Foundation. Miller believes the Robertses

almost certainly brought builders and

craftsmen with them to build their sum-

mer home. Photos showed molding pro-

files familiar to historic homes in Natchez,

including ogee-and-angle moldings. "Vhen
you see that, you know it was built [within
a few years of 18501," Miller says.

Identifying Grass Lawn's original

construction date and the provenances of

its craftsmen guided other conclusions as

well. Photos showed capitals on exterior col-

umns-not the leafu, carved versions of the

Greek Revival's high style, but rather cut,

beveled, and assembled like a puzzle-as

it turned out, not too different from those

on Miller's own house in Natchez. "lt was

the way many people did it at the time," he

says, "but you wont find it in an architecture

design book of the period."

Past Meets Present
Determining form is one thing; reproducing

it to exact dimensions is quite another. For

the kind of precision that separates histori-

cal preservation from the merely suggestive,

computers made all the difference. Miller
and colleague Christy James imported

digital photos into the Autodesk program

of their computer-aided design (CAD) sys-

tem. Using base measurements from known

existing documents-mostly plans from a

1970s restoration-plus a rich photographic

record, they calculated dimensions for doz-

ens of details to fractions of inches. It was

more time-consuming than they ever could

have imagined, and not without stubbom

ambiguities.

For example, the "accordion rails," the

zigzag-patterned balustrades fronting the

galeies, seemed in photos to be too thin

and delicate for the 1850s, based on similar

features from the time in Natchez. Miller
supposed they had been replaced after a

previous hurricane, possibly Hurricane

Camille in 1969. Miller and James used

an early 2Oth-century photo, showing the

original, stouter version of the railings, to

make drawings for the millwork shop.

Even more exacting were the profiles of

window and door casings, forwhichphoto-
graphic evidence was limited to small parts

of larger photos. Miller and James knew,

based on the restoration plans available,

the precise width of most openings; from

there, they extrapolated other measure-

ments, using Photoshop to enlarge images,

increase contrast, and even measure sha&

ows in moldings otherwise flattened by the

camera. "We went back and forth, trying

to extract [dimensions] from the shadows

in various places," Miller explains.

Mission Accomplished
For a successful project, such precise plan-

ning must be matched by equally exacting

craftsmen and builders. At Grass Lawn,

although everyone is pleased with the end

result, a few glitches-mostly 'tupping"
floorboards in the galeries--delayed the

completion and dedication of the proj-

ect. While neither the city nor the archi-

tect would discuss it due to the litigation

involved, this particular defect points in
part to the use of new-growth pine floor-

ing in the replicated structure, which has a

wider grain and greater tendency to warp.

More generally, contractor problems speak

to the difficulties of using low bids-neces-

sary in govemment-funded work-for his-

torically based projects that require highly

specialized construction techniques.

For this preservation team, the lesson

was to leave nothing ambiguous in the

pre-bid design stage. Ultimately, however,

the success of a project like this will be

judged against people's memories, which

are shaped by countless minute details

and incised by the passage of time. And
memory has always played a vital role at

Grass Lawn. "The building has had such

symbolism and memories for the commu-

nity," says P'Pool. "lt was that symbolism

that we wanted to retain." !L

Jay Pridmore nprites aboutmchiucane ond

hiswic preservaimr fr*"hit lame inl-al<e

Forest, Illirwis. H,s bool6 itwhtc. Chicago

Architecture & Design (Abrams, 2005).

The restoration team
pieced together pro-
files for window and
door casings by exam-
ining historic photos
in Photoshop to cre-
ate CAD drawings
like this one, which
were handed over to
the millwork shop to
be replicated for the
rebuilt house.
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DEARBORN, MICHIGAN, BOASTS AN IMPRESSIVE ARRAY
OF WELL.DESIGNED HISTORIC HOUSES, THANKS TO

AUTOMOBILE AUTEUR HENRY FORD.

Henry Ford once assured Americans

they could buy his automobiles in
any color they wanted-as long as

it was black. Clearly, he was a man

who knew his own mind.
So rvhen he r,vas persuaded-either by

his wife, Clara, or his personal secretary,

E.G. Liebold (or possihiy both of rhem)-
to throw his company's much-vaunted

assernbly-line practices into homebr-rild-

ing, there was no question things were

going to be done his way.

Fordh way, for both houses and auto-
mobiles, called for good design, efficient
construction, quality materials, precise

workmanship-and plenty of potential
buyers. The buyers had to provide stable

ownership and reliable mainrenance so

thar the producr's value remained hlgh.
Henry Ford may have been socially pro-
gressive, but he was above all a canny
businessman.

Building Beginnings
The arguments for a Ford-backed subdivi-

sion in Dearborn, Michigan-the Detroit
suburb where Ford resided and where he

had just built a rractor factory-were
impressive. The new factory's work force
was drawn mostly from Detroit, where
housing was scarce and expensive, and
which required workers to take a long
trolley ride to and from their jobs. To
make matters worse, post-World War I
America was caught up in a real estate

speculation boom that forced home prices

skywar,J. Fort.l saw an opportunity to pro-

vide well-built homes rhat middle-class
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CTOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:

Distinctive hlstoric dlstrict signs are
posted at each entry street. The dec-

orative arched hood that appears
over many doorways is one of sev-
eral handsome Colonial features.
The most popular models were A

(bottom left) and B (bottom rightl,
similar yet dlstinctive in design.

OPPOSITE: With Arts & Crafts mass-

ing and Colonial details, Model F

was one of Albert Wood's slx basic
designs for Ford Homes,
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families could afford, and that ambitious
working-class families could reasonably
aspire to someday own.

The Dearborn Realty and Construc-
tion Company (its board of directors com.
posed of Clara Ford, E.G. Liebold, and
young Edsel Ford) intended to address all
of these problems. The company boughr
a platted nine-acre site, bounded on rhe
north by the Michigan Central Railroad
racks near the tractor plant, and laid
plans for its experimental subdivision.

Building began in 1919 and continued
into 1920. The construction crew con-

sisted of 250 to 500 workers from Ford's

plants, and work was organized like any
assernbly-line project-each team and

worker had a specific rask. The tools and
materials were all at hand, delivered from
on-site facilities-a planing mill, lumber
warehouse, a plumbing and tin shop-or
by freight cars.

Surprising Variety
The prqect architect, Albert !7ood, drew
plans for six different models, beginning
wirh (surprisel) Model A and running
through Model F. Most houses had three
bedrooms; a few had four. A11 of the
houses were two stories tall with central
chimneys, and were uniformly blocty in
shape. Yet, by manipulating building ele-

ments and varying the orientation of the
buildings, \7ood was able ro creare rhe

illusion of many different designs.

One eye-fooling device was ro group

the houses in sets of three or four, varying
setbacks for the groups ftom 24' to 36'.
\X/hile every house faced the street, this
ruse helped to create a feeling of variety
and privacy, and increased the sense of
spaciousness.

Stylistic ys1i31i6n5-some small, oth-
ers a bit bigger-also provided distinction
despite the houses'similar footprints. The
Ford Homes are sometimes described as

"Colonial," but a closer look reveals that
they are actually good, early 20rh,centu.
ry house types, generally in the Arts &
Crafts mode, enlivened by a few Georgian
or Colonial Revival details-round-
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LEFT: The houses on Nona Street show Wood's varied designs, with alternating setbacks and attractive landscaping. RIGHT & BELOW: The

arched entry hood set on scrolled consoles is found on of many ofthe houses. The small hanging lantern at its <enter is original.

Exploring Dearborn
There are many reasons you might find yourself in
Dearborn, a bustling corporate metropolis and the home
of The Ford, as the famous Henry Ford Museum and
Greenfield Village is officially called. But one extra draw
to this near suburb of Detroit is its lovely subdivisions,
particularly the Ford Homes District. The boundaries are

clearly marked by Ford Homes Historic District signs,

but the core of the original subdivision is on Beech,

Nona, and Park streets between Military and Nowlin.
Ninety-four houses built in 1919 are on Park and Nona;
156 more were constructed on Beech, Edison, Francis,

Gregory, and Military in 1920.
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TOP: Hipped roofs and
catslide gables predom-
inate, ar in this Model E.

BOTTOM: The recessed
enry porches found on
many houses, as in this
Model 8, are both pra(-

tical and attractive.

Architect

Born in New York City, Albert
Gardner Wood, .Jr. ('1886-1973) was

the son of a builder-cabinetmaker;
he trained with his father before
heading to the West Coast at the age
of 19, where he worked in a Seattle
architect's office by day and pursued

his professional studies through
night-school and correspondence
cou r5es.

Around 'l 9l 2, Wood moved to
Detroit, where he met an important
client: automaker Henry Ford. By
'l 919, Wood, now a seasoned archi-
tect and member of the American
lnstitute of Architects who had

already designed Dearborn's Ford

Hospital, was a natural choice to
design Dearbornt Ford Homes.

The Depression prompted a

move back to New York, where he

soon set up what would become a

well-known family interior design
firm on Long lsland. Known as Albert
Wood and Five Sons, the company
remained in business until 1988.

arched hoods above some entrances, tri-
angular pediments on others; round porch
columns here, square ones there; pergola-

like recessed corner porches elsewhere.

The most striking differences are in
the varied rooflines-hip, gable, gambrel,
jerkin-head-which are artfully and vari-
ously aligned. Sometimes gables confront
the street; sometimes roof ridges run par-

allel to it, so porches, entrance doclrs, and

windows assume different relationships to
each other and the street. tiple sets of
double-hung windows, a frequent feature
of houses of the post-World War I era,

may occur on either the fronts or sides of
houses, adding interest and also giving a

clue to the location of living or dining
rooms.

Building materials were varied just as

deliberately, combined and recombined to

create many looks. Wall-surface materials,

used singly or in combination, include wide

and narrow clapboards, cedar shingles,
brick, stone, and stucco.

Inside, the houses were carefully
plotted-small enough to be efficient,
but large enough to accommodate farnily
activities. !7ith central chimneys at their
core, every living roorn boasted a friendly
hearth. The kitchens weren'r large, but
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were equipped with modern conveniences

like electric stoves. A single bathroom

\^,as on the second fl.r.rr, convenient to
the bedrr>oms.

Although the emphasis on careful

workmanship never flagged, worsen-

ing economic conditions over the con-

struction period made some changes in
materials necessary. The oak floors and

cabinets used in the earliest houses were

replaced in later ones by humbler woods

like fir.

Accommodation for All
Like the houses, lots were comfortabte but

not overly large. They included front and

rear yards with room for small gardens,

trees, shrubs, and ornamental planting.

Underground wiring with electric poles

located in the ZO'-wide alleys running

behind the houses made rnodern con-

veniences possible. Odd as it seems for

a subdivision associated with Arnerica's

premier automaker, garages were optional

rather than standard features-possibly
to control costs. (Ford's pragmatism was

legendary.) Only a few were built, and

they were located, as was usual at the

time, at the rear of the building lot.
Ford opened the subdivision to every-

one, not just his own employees (many of
whom could not have afforded the $5,750

to $9,750 price tags), but they had to meet

certain criteria: He demanded stabil-

ity and "suitability" of all prospective

owners. In order to prevent real-estate

speculation, owners had to agree not to
sell their homes for five years, and the
Dearborn Realty Company reserved the
right to buy back any house within that

LEFT:Some hous-
es, like this Model
F, have brick first
floors, with upper
stories either shin-
gled or <lapboard-
ed, Extensive use

of triple windows
characterizes the
district's houses.

time if an owner showed signs of moral

r:r financial undesirability. Since this was

the Prohibition Era, making or selling

alcoh.,l rvas a f.rrhid..len activity, as at

least one wine-making homeowner found

to his sorrow.

Henry Ford wanted to provide his

workers with stable, affordable, and well-

built houses and neighborhoods, but he

wanted even more to demonstrate to

builders, developers, and speculators

that this could all he done efficiently and

profitably. Looking at Dearborn's Ford

Homes (a local landmark district today),

it is clear that he achieved his goal. The
houses are still attractive, intact, and

well-kept; the lawns are crisp; and the

streets are filled with neighborly activ-

ity-not bad for a 92-year-old experi-
menr. IL
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Arts & Crafts Showcase

",P".'rs.7a*'?,

NUt\-

AnnWallace
We have been providing window treatments
for period homes for over 24 years. Please view
our custom hand painted or stenciled roller
shades and appliqued curtains with period
hardware. Patterns, stencil templates and kits
as well. Extensive library of applique and sten-
cil designs to choose from.
21 3 -61 4- 1 7 57 ; wwwa nnwa I lace.com

Circle 007 on Free lnformation Card

Cats Eye Craftsman
Gary Knapp builds fine functional furniture
in the Craftsman Tradition in various sizes
and styles. Each clock-unique, numbered,
and signed-is typically oak and walnut with
accent pieces of natural stone, fired tile,
brass, or leather.
www.catseyecraftsman.com

Circle 010 on Free lnformation Card

Craftsman Lights
Website of Craftsman and Mission style
lamps and lighting fixtures, such as

Quoizel! Stephen Geometric table lamp.
800-7 36-01 26; www.thebrightspot.com

Ilesigns lnTile
Getting the details right...Since 1978, produc-
ing limited edition, unique hand-decorated
and historically inspired tiles and panels. Alsq
offering "Historic White" subway tile and trim.
ln stock and ready for delivery. Order direct
from our website.
53G92G2629; v'rww.desi g n si ntile.com

Emme(sHillWood &Glass
Exceptionally fine art objects of wood, stained
glass and metal in the Arts & Crafts tradition.
. Made by hand . One at a time . Letl design
something for your home.
978-290-8379; wurw.EmmetsHill.com

Michael Colca, Fumiturcmaker
From conception to finish, furniture metic-
ulously considered and crafted, advised by
and imbued with excellence in craftsmanship,
every detail, every project.

800-972-5940; www.michaelcolca.com

Circle 022 on Fre lnformation Card

The Persian Carpet
Arts & Crafts Carpet Collection

The most authentic and beautiful rugs in the
Arts & Crafts tradition come from our looms
to your floor. View our outstanding selection

of designs and styles online, at a dealer near
you, or call for a catalog. Our newest design-
Coming Winter 2011 - Field Lillies

9 l 9-4898362, wurw.persiancarpet.com

Circle 027 on Free lnformation Card

The Stickley Museum at Craftsman Farms
Now celebrating Craftsman Farms 100th
Anniversary. This 30 acre national historic
landmark is the only home Stickley ever
designed and built for his own use. Open for
tours year round.
973-540{3'l 1 ; www.StickleyMuseum.org

Circle 036 on Free lnformation Card

The Roycroft lnn
Experience Arts & Crafts history at The
Roycroft lnn. A meticulously restored national
historic landmark providing the utmost in
style, comfort and luxury with 28 guest suites
and exceptional restaurant.
87 7 452-5552; v,w,tw.roycroftinn.com

Circle 031 on Free lnformation Card
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advertisement

Stickley
For more than a century, L. & J.G. Stickley
has been crafting some of America's finest
furniture, including the historic Mission Oak

as well as Mission Cherry.
www.stickley.com

Terra Firma Ltd.
Handmade Stoneware Tile
Refreshingly captivating. Handmade Stone-
ware Tile with original designs true in spirit
to the Arts & Crafts tradition.
803-643-9399; www.TerraFirmaArtTile.com

Circle 04'l on Free lnformation Card
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Wa!!Words
Decorate with Wall Words. Easy-to-apply rub-

on transfers for walls and mirrors. Preview your
phrasg check the lengtht colors and fonts

before buying at wallwords.com. For a free

catalog call 888-4224685,fiot 20o/o discount for
all products online, enter 3'10809 in cart.

888422-6685; www.wallwords.com

circle 044 on Fre lnformation Card
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. Shop hord-to-find period products ond speciolty services

. Join the old-house online community to shore photos ond stories.
post questions, ond connect with other old-house enthusiosts

Wekwut oldlt0us6

Ilini

. Repoirs ond how-tos

scan with
your smartphone

Stay connected with
OldHouseOnline.com

OrnHousuonline@

OldllouseOnline.com

AUTTIENTIC COLONIAL PERIOD WOODEN BLINDS
Free Brochure .Authentic Design' Free Nleasure Guide

Show off your windows with high quality, custom fabricated
wooden blinds. Delivered to your door in 4 to 6 wceks, At a

cost comparable to generic blinds.
AM E RI C ANA o*t/Mar/2a12

800-269- 5697 www.sh utterblinds.com
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For FREE information on
Simply check a category

ci rc le the

In or fax the attached card. or visit www.oldhousejourna
on the attached card to receive nformation on all the products tn that category,free

l.com/l it

or

A.E. Sampson & Son Ltd.
Pages 66, 70 | Clrcle No.001

Abatron
Pages 5,66 | Circle No.003

Acorn Manufacturing
Page 66 | Circle No.004

Alameda Shade Shop
Page 66

Allied Window, Inc.
Page 13 | Circle No. 051

Amerciana
Page 63

American Building Restoration
Page 73 | Circle No.005

American Restoration Tile
Page 71 | Circle No.006

Ann Wallace
Pages 62, 73 | Circle No.007

Beautiful Radiators
Page72lCircle No.002

Bendheim Cabinet Glass
Pages 66,74 | Circle No.032

Bingham Lumber, Inc.
Page 75 | Circle No. 008

Carlisle Wide Plank Floors
Pages 66, 71 | Circle No.009

Cats Eye Craftsman
Pages 8,62 | Circle No.010

Charleston flardware
Page73 | Circle No.01 1

Chestnut Specialists
Page 66

Cinder Whit & Company
Page74

Classic Gutter Systems LLC
Pages 6,66 | Circle No. 012

Climate Seal
Pages 66, 70 | Circle No. 013

Connor Homes
Page 69 | Circle No.037

Craftsman Lights
Pages62,71

Crown Point Cabinetry
Pages 67 , Back Cover

Decorators Supply
Pages 20,67 | Circle No.014

corresponding Circle No. below for each

The Designer Crafumen Show
Page 2 l

Designs in Tile
Pages62,73

Driwood
Page 68 | Circle No.0i 5

Eldorzdo Fireplace Surrounds
Page67 lCircle No.016

Elmira Stove Works
Page74

Emmet's Hill Wood & Glass
Page 62

Erie Landmark Company
Page 75

Franmar Chemical
Page 3 | Circle No. 017

interests you.

Philadelphia Invitational Furniture Show
Page72lCircle No.028

Preservation Products Inc.
Page7l lCircle No.029

The Reggio Register Company
Page71 lCircle No.030

Rejuvenation
Page 6

The Roycroft Inn
Pages 62,68 | Circle No.031

School of the Art Institute of Chicago
Page 75

Sheldon Slate Products
Page 20 | Circle No. 033

Shuttercraft
Page 74 | Circle No.034

advertiser that

Grove Park Inn Arts & Crafts Conference Specifications Chemicals
Page 65

Historic Home Show
Page 21

House of Antique flardware
Page 69 | Circle No. 019

Howard Products
Page 65 | Circle No.020

Innerglass Window Systems
Page74 | Circle No.02'l

Kayme & Son Custom Llardware
Page 75

Lopi
Page 67 | Circle No. 043

Michael Colca, Furnituremaker
Page 62 | Circle No.022

Mon-Ray, Inc.
Pages 65, 67 | Circle No. 024

Old Village Paint Colors
Pages 67,69 | Circle No. 025

The Old.House Bookstore
Page 68,70,72

Old House Live
Page 75

OldHouseOnline.com
Page 63

The Period Arts Fan Co.
Page9lCircleNo.026

The Persian Carpet
Pages 1 1, 62 | Circle No. 027

Page74lCircle No.035

Stickley
Pages lnside Front Cover,63

Stickley Museum at Craftsman Farms
Pages 8,62 | Circle No.036

Subway Ceramics
Page72 | Circle No.038

Sundial Wire
Page 73 | Circle No.039

Sunrise Specialty
Pages 1,67 lClrcle No. M0

Terra Firma
Page 63 | Circle No.04l

Valor Fireplaces
Pages 67 ,lnside Back Cover I Circle No. 023

Vintage Doors
Page 75 | Circle No.047

Wall Words
Page 63 | Circle No.0a4

Window Quilt
Page 67 | Circle No. 045
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FASTON-LINE SERVI(EI

till out the online request form at www.oldhousejournal.com/lit

orscan the code above with yoursmartphone

0RDtR BY MAIL Please ci(lethe (onesponding numbers on the
card and mail ittodayl

0RDER BY tAX Fax your (ompiered (ard to 800.571.7710
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Weekend Warrior or Pro?
Doesn't Matter.....

H
vCircle 020 on Free lnformation Card

The original finish on your antiques is important to
maintain. If the finish needs a little bit of help, don't go to the extreme
of stripping it. Restore it - with Howard Restor-A-Finish and
Feed-N-Wax. Most wood finishes that seem to need a complete
refinishing job can be restored in about an hour. Simply wipe-on and
wipe-off. Follow up with a coating of Feed-N-Wax to maintain the
restored finish. Restor-A-Finish is available in
colors. Call today to find out where to buy
Products in your area or visit ow dealer locator

Pianos, Pading, tuo6, Eanidei stc.

M rado, oxildion, moke da@, &

vCircle 024 on Free lnformation Card

o

"Quietly Making a Difference

Since 1947"

HIGH PERFORMANCE STORM WINDOWS
for Residential and Commercial Buildings
. Conserve Energy . Retaln HistodcalAppearance
. Reduce Maintenance . Abate Outside l{oise

r
ix,m

tI

]il

1-800.54rh3646
YVWW.mOnray.com
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Howard Products, lnc.
560 Linne Road. Paso Robles, CA 93446

(805) 227-1 N0 . www.howardproducts.com
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Park Inn Resort aad Spa. Asheville,
Bruce Johnson at (828) 628-1915 .

'Workshops
a Contemporary Craftsfirms Show a Educational Exhibits . Books, Magazines Er More



Product Showcase

A.E. Sampson & Son Ltd.
The Sampsons have specialized in solid
wood flooring, paneling and stair parts
for three decades. We offer well-managed,
mature growth, antique and reclaimed
woods. Floors are milled in Maine by trusted
family craftsmen, a good fit for green build-
ing. A broad selection of species, grades,
widths and lengths are available.
800-769-6 1 96;.www.aesampsonandson.com

Circle 001 on Free lnformation Card

Abataon,lnc
LiquidWood' and WoodEpox', used exten-
sively for restoring deteriorated wood for
more than 30 years, are now GREENGUARD

Certified.This certification requires that prod-
ucts be independently tested and found to
have very low emissions of air pollutants.

800445 -1 7 5 4; wwwa batron.com

Circle 0O3 on Free lnJormation Card

Acom Manufacturing
Acorn is the finest and largest
manufacturer and distributor
of forged iron builders hard-
ware in the United States,

dedicated to providing the
highest quality products,
timely delivery and the most
k nowled gea b le
and courteous
customer service.

800-835-01 21;

www. acornmfg.com

Circle 004 on Free lnformation Card

Alameda Shade Shop

Custom Roller Shades

Old-fashioned roller shades to fit your style of
home. Many patterns to choose from. Finest

wood rollers and classic materials are used in
our roller shades. Personal attention to details.
5 1 0-522-0633; www.shadeshop.com

Bendheim Cabinet Glass

More than 150 original decorative glass types
for your home or office from the leader in
specialty glass. Now available directly through
the Bendheim Cabinet Glass online store.

800-221-7379;

www.bendheimcabinetglass.com

Circle 032 on Free lnformation Card

CarlisleWde Plank Floors
Since 1966, Carlisle has been crafting traditional
wide plank wood floors. Now offering our new
Watermill texture, which replicates the look of
floors whose boards were originally rough sawn

at riverside mills centuries ago.

80G595-9663; www.wideplankfl ooring.com

Circle 009 on Free lnformation Card

Chestnut Specialists
Antique remilled plank flooring of chestnut,

oak, or pine, and hand hewn antique posts and
beams. All flooring wood is hand selected, kiln

dried, then remilled to customer specifications.

86G2834209; wwwchestnutspec.com

Classic Gutter SFtem
Classic Gutter Systems offer a complete half
round gutter system in copper, aluminum and
Galvalume including an extensive selection of
cast fascia and downspout brackets.

296465-27 0O; www.classicg utters.com

Circle 012 on Free lnformation Card

Climate Seal

For nearly 30 years the Climate Seal* storm
window system has built a reputation for
being the most effective and versatile storm
window system on the market.
87 7 -7 7 3-7 37 9; www.climateseal.com

Circle 013 on Free lnformation Card
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odvertisement

Crown Point Cabinetry
Crown Point Cabinetry handcrafts the
finest quality custom cabinetry for
your entire home. Period styles include
Shaker, Arts & Crafts, Early American,
Victorian, Transitional and Contemporary.
Available direct nationwide.
800-999 - 499 4; www.crown-poi nt.com

Decorators Supply
Est. 1 883. I 3,000 applied ornaments.
Hand cast plaster rosettes, crown
and complete plaster ceiling designs.
Hundreds of periodic capitals and
brackets in numerous sizes.

800-7 92-2093; www.decoratorssu pply.com

Circle 014 on Free lnformation Card

Eldorado Fireplace Surrounds
Eldorado Fireplace Surrounds are handcrafted
to create the authentic appearance of natural
limestone at a fraction of the cost and installa-
tion time. Order direct online!
wwweldoradofi replaces.com

Circle 0 l 6 on Free lnformation Card

Lopi
Lopi has gained a reputation for the quality of
construction, the beauty of our stoves and fire-
place inserts, performance you can trust, along
with our commitment to your satisfaction.

www.lopistoves.com

Circle 043 on Free lnformation Card

g4
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Old Village Paint Colors
Gel Wood Stain and Clear Varnish. Great
for use on kitchen cabinets, panel-
ing, furniture, wood decorative pieces,

floors and more.
80G498-7687; www.old-village.com

Circle 025 on Free lnformation Card

Mon-Ray, lnc
For over 60 yeart Mon-Ray, lnc has been the
leader in high performance storm windows
for historic projects to conserve energy, reduce

noise and retain original appearances.

800- 5 44-3646; www.mon ray.com

Circle 024 on Free lnformation card

Sunrise Specialty
Freestanding dual bath tubfill/hand-shower
with porcelain handles. The product line
includes fine period bathware featuring solid
brass fittings, titanium glazed cast iron tubs,
all assembled and finished in California.
51 0-7 29-7 27 7 ; www.sunrisespecialty.com

Circle 040 on Free lnformation Card

Valor Fireplaces
The Valor President is ideal for intimate spac-

es, requiring only 'l 1" depth and 26" width.
Generous flames provide radiant and convec-
tive heat, ample for a surprisingly large area.

800-468-2567 ; www.valorfi replaces.com

Circle 023 on Free Information Card

WindowQuiltu
lnsulated shades, since 1978. Warm in win-
ter cool in summer. An old window with a

Window Quilt is more energy efficient than
expensive replacement windows. See the
video brochure at our web site.

802-22164500; www.wi ndowqu ilt.com
Circle 045 on Fre lnformation Card
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Circle 031 on Free lnformation Cardv

KITCH
CLASSI

UIDE&@IW

To order go to OldHouse.lournol.com/store ond enter code Foll201 lcombo of checkout!
800.850.7279

Circle 015 on Free lnformation Cardv
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For all of the delights that come with a sta:y at
The ROYC RO FT Inn -beautifullyrestored
suites with handcrafted lamps, Sticldey furniture,
whirlpool tubs and wi,fi among them - it's the
intangibles that make it truly extraordinary,
Part of a nationally
designated historic landmark, the Inn's glorious
past breathes from every floorboard.
'V7hen you decide to stay here, you're not just
making a reservation. you'nE MeKTNG HI sroRrr.

SPEND'TC)MORROVV
INYESTERYEAR

fORTY SOUlH GROVE STREET

at Eot Aurora, New york 14052 ' ROYCROF'Ii Inn
w.roycroftinn.com 716.6s2,5552 rt East ii; r;ur' Ntw York

callTheInntoll,freeat877.652.5552 up'rcdtolrirod' troo' . Rest rcoi

flnft"utnent.
Artisans, craftsmen and master carpenters apply their crafts using
ornamental wood mouldings and architectural millwork to create a
sense of beauty and elegance beyond compare. Though defined by

craftsmanship, Driwood's commitment t0 service creates an
unparalleled experience from design through installation.

While beauty is in the eye of the beholder, it truly lives in our hearts.

DSIy-",9*r)
l-888-245-966.) | rv*,rv.drirvoocl.corn I salcs@)dris,ood.conr

www.oldhouseonline.com
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Ihe Ol*House Guide
is your ultimqte
restorcltion resource,

Kitchen Clossics isthe
essentiol guidefor
creoting your0vvn
closic kitchen!

Getyourcopiestodoyl
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YOUR ULTIMATE RESTORATION RESOURCE
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Reproduction Hardware & Lighting
www.HOAH.biz

ffl nousE oF ANTrouE HARDWARE
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"OFTEN lvrlrerpp-Ner,'et DupLtc;,rrep'

Pahtmakers since I816 . Dealer Inquiies Inuited

(8001 4eB-7 687
WWW. OLD-VILLAGE. COM

o

PAINT COLOURS

Rich Col.rurs,

Highest Standards

of Dtrrrrhility and

Amazingly Easy

to Apply for a

Stunning Finish.

Makers of Fine Historic
Restoration Paints

and Cokrurs.

Naturtrl Earth Pigments

an.l 100% Acrylic.

&

Exquisite exterior and interior home packages delivered worldwide.

, Catalog, plans and additional information available.
Please come for a visit and personal tour.

l74l Roure 7 South, Middleburl,, Vermonr (802) 382-9082 | WWW.COnnOfbUilding.COmHOMES
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Mill-built Architecture for Classic American Homes
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Wood Flooring
Made in Maine

Real
wood
floors
locally
milled

by
trusted
family

craftsmen

Maine's finest Son
www.aesampsonandson. com Boo-769-6196

E. Sampso
natural wood flooring

a Mognetic interior storm
window for moximum
efficiency ond eosy removoll

o Helps mointoin the integrity
ond improves the efficiency
o[ your existing windows.

o 40-60"/" improved thermol
e[ficiency.

o Ropid poybock through
energy cost sovings.

o Eliminotion of drolts ond
condensotion.

o 50-80% sound reduction
from the exterior.

o Filters hormful ultro-violet
light lo protect ogoinst sun
domoge ond foding.

o Custom colors, shopes ond
designs ore the stondord.

. Extensive deoler & instoller
network ovoiloble or DIY
opproued.

rmlSEAI. Ptooerlies
oolil fh"i,

Wimlows!"

Climate "Preserving
Amerka's
Hislwic

EIPEM 
^ryrc€ 

M frABT rc TNISH

o303.
TILING COMPLETE
Learn trade secrets from the profes-
sionals. This book contains more than
850 photos and drawings as well as

detailed insutctions, to guide you
through every step.

Retail $21.95 / SALE $18.66

I

0206.
BT'NGALOWKITCHENS
Bungalow Kitchens can easilybe
made to function for the twenty-first
century without compromising their
integrity. This book offers tips on
everything from design and dealing
with professionals, to the appliances
that will work foryour kitchen.

Retail $39.95 / SALE $33.96

os03.
SUCCESSWITHTABLESAWS
The tablesaw is the foundation of
most serious workshops, whether
amateur or professional. The author,
Michael Burton covers the following
subjects-components and accessories,
dust control, setting up your saw
safety, tedrriques and makinguse ofjigs.

Retail $19.95 / SALE $16.96E
scan with

your smartphone
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soles@climoteseol.com . www.climoteseol.com
877-773-7379
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Visit us at www.OldHouseJournal.com,/store or call 800.850,72?9.
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CN,TT5MAN
r LICHTS.
Website of Craftsman,

Miesion,Mica &
Tiffany Lamps &Lighting

thebrighls

0uolzal Llghtlng's
gto?han aeomcttic
Cclllng Llght

000-756-01 6

Fixtures

QuolzelLlghtinq'a
lnglcnookMidm )

TablcLanp
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Acrymaxo Coatings and

Systems help you restore,

beautifr, and protect a

variety of historic roof
types, as well as masonry

and stucco walls. A long-

lasting, environmentally
safer altemative to other

systems. Acrymax systems are easy to apply

and come in a variety ofcolors. Call today for
a fiee brochure on the Acrylic system tough
enough to stop leals cold.

,dPnmsnnnnmor
E}lmm*y
r,sffijht,

221 Brooke Street . Media, PA 19063

610-565-5755 o Fu: 610-891-0834
uw.preseruarionproducts.com

SolutionThe
for

Historic

TNRoon
Rrsroneuox

Gontemporary
or Traditional, . .
Our grilles turn
eyesotes into assets
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LIVE
YOUR LIFE

ON A WORK
OF ART.
Tronsform your home
with on exquisite floor,
custom mode for you
by Corlisle.

Contoct us to receive your

complimentory brochure.

CABLISLE
wide plonk f loors

wideplonkflooring.com

r -800-595-9663
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Manufacturer of Custom Historicol Tile

. l" Hexagon

. 3/c" x3/q" Square

. 3/q" x 1e/te" Subway
- Basketweave
. Spiral
. All other Historical Sizes

501.455.1000
www.restorationtile.com

C

D
- i)

I[e linest quality and largest
ssleclioltof sizes and materialsW

Dept. D1:102,31 Jytek Road, Leominster, MA 01453

The ieggio Begister Csn[ant

r.800.880.30s0
xuw.rcg0lorcghter.Gsm
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.SUBWAY
CERAIVI ICS

Preserrring our tile heritage

@spffiav
order samples onkne

www.SubwayTile.com

t. :

..i j

n

THE DESIGN
CENTER SOURCEBOOK

The must-have rcsource for
period-inspired homes!

Find everything for your old-house

Presentedby ltem#DCSB11

INTERIORS
OID.HOUSE

Elegant custom-made radiator
enclosures in 3 classic gri[[
stytes, 6 standard powder-coated cotors.

Untimited custom colors and
custom features, too!
It's the "finishing touch" to any room -
and the easiest part of any renovation!

EXCtUSIVE:
. Secure on-tine ordering!
. Best radiator enctosure prices!
. Serving homeowners since 1934!

{B)",,,r,/i,/
RADIATORS

www.BeautifutRad iators.com
800.543.7040

March 23-25
SHOWCASI NG EXCEPTIONAL ARTISAN
MADE FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS IN
AN INTIMATE SALON ENVIRONMENT

This year we moved downtown to the historic
z3rd St. Armory, convenient to 3oth St. Station, major
bus and trolley [ines, and the Marketplace Design Center.

See website for details.

www.Philal FS.com 21 5-38 T -8590

Friday March z3 6 - 9pm
Preview Party featuring
an auction to benefit CERF+

Saturday March z4 11am - Zpm

Sunday March z5 11am - 5pm

Preview and Weekend pass $r5
Singte day $rz
Advanced Single Day Ticket $ro
call or visit the website to order

Receive $r off one admission with ad

,.%zo<rr1, trt, {B e,attgl,
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Sundial Wire
Eloth-Covered Electrical Wire

new wrre, UL listed
over Z0 styles, colors, gauges

rayon Dr cotton braid over PVf
most are exclusive to Sundial

ail wire made in USA

413-582-690s FAX413-582-6908
custserv@ sundialwire. com

vcircle 01 1 lnJormation

Curtains & Roller Shades

plarn, in manq colo,s a hbrics. Stqles for Arts &
'cr,afts, Vctdan & Bth Centurq ['omes & earlq

industnal ruzu fubna t, desi4',l Plezse uie* o'rr.

larqe text le collation fior, ** [r.e

tro*nlordr rnd b<rc[lets on line .

An n Wa llace,21) - ow -q 57, wr'l.a nn*a I lac.. co,

ci t
Rem

Putit on. Takcitoff. ag,ain&agairil

Removes leo$bosed, oil ond lotex

point os well os vomish, stoin ond

ottrer finishes in one opplrrotion.

Use on exterior & interior

neutrolizing

aaaaaaa

American

@*ar*,%drrrrr*@rrr/"rf
www.charlostonhardnareco.conr 866 958 8626

The ligg and Dart lnttem en be foud in Romm/Gm architeture.
The egg reprents life ud the dart, duth. g4c.oo

/r Reusoble
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Rock lslond light House Door hunty, l,1il . U.S. (opitol Building Woshngron.0(

Governor's tonsion fronll0fi (I r Soinr tory's Hospilol fililvtoukee, lll

{
I

TUT AnT oF TRANSFoRMATIoN

..OUR PURPoSE IS To CREATE A UNIqUE SYNTHEsIs oF
ART, ORNAMENT AND ARcHITECTURE IN EVERY 

'NSTALLAtIoNB,''DESIGNslruTlle.cott srNcEreTs 530.925.2629

Potent Pending

ww\r.sundialwire.E0m

quor,

0r&r

Restoration Products. lnc.
o'l



/ Restore Cracked Walls

/ No Toxic Fumes

/ EasyWaterCleanup
/ EnergySaving

/ Vapor Barrier
/ Stabilizes and Strengthens

Walls and Ceilings

/ Encapsulates Lead Based Paints

/ One DayApplication

/ Remove No Trim

/ Cost Effective

Specification Ghemicals, lnc.

,7-3932

Circle 035 on Free lnformat
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EVERYONE DREAMS IN COLOR
For thirty years, our exterior color schemes
have made dreams come true. The Color
People, 920 Inca Street, Denver, CO 80204.
8N - 5 4l -7 17 4; www.colorpeople.com

GEORGE YONNONE RESTORATION
Strucnral repair spec.ialist serving America's
Antique Homes, Bams and Log Cabins since
1970. Professional Sill beam replacement and
timber repair services Nationwide service.
Consulting by appointment.
george@gyrestorations.com. 413.441.1,47 I
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Vt*Wtg,wy
Wood Tumings for Porches & Stainvays

r Stu[ or Custon Duip .tullmtic Refliuliors r Pmmpt Qr:rlity Srnice r

rPottlhsh rBaldss rlm*rSpidh.tnht rflrdrdr
rlqglhlo 12let rlru Bmchunr

1.8ff521.W Fs,m&t4W

nMtil: into@cildlrrrltitun

Wkilt:vw.ciafunhitcon

71l Elmilh huw turh ttfuan ll0 5M 5

Innerylar r tnte;or StormVindowu
. Maintain tle dnm md beauw of vom

uisting whdows
. Signifirotly redua heting md mling bills
. Gmpmion-Fit to dimiuate dmftr ompletely
. Gmdy redue outside noise
. Are perfea for enclosing screen porcho
. Srve energy, uve money md uw hinory!

l-800-743-6207 . w.stormwindows.com

VindouSyffiuc
Tie Gmpresion-Fit Advantage

t Sturm!
The

a

II

Real wood shutters make all the difference!
Any size - Any style - Unfinished or Painted

Call (203) 24s-2508 -
fnterior & Exterior Shutters ln
Froe Brochure - Family Own6d - tlade In USA

Madison,
Traditional Styles

s uttercr .com

RANGES. COOKSTOVES
RANGE HOODS . MICROWAVES

REFRIGERATORS . DISHWASHERS

Let us build one for you.
ao

ElmiraStoveWorks.com
E 1 800 295 8498
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Offici*l Source for
Restoration Glasse

!

".fI?s^r^g(.lA::

www.Bendhei mCa bi netGlass.com
Explore over 150 of our finest glasses, all available online and
delivered directly to your door, ready to install.



CUSTOM LETIERED
BROME PTAQUES

For Your

HISTORIC HOME

ERIE IANDIT,IARK
COMPAIVY

NATIoNAL REGISTER PLAQUES
MEDALLIoNS To

RoADSIDE MARKERS

CALL FoR
FREE BRocHURE

aoo-a7 4-7848
\^/W\^/.ERIELANDMARK.COM

r885
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lha llrndlc I Lo*
Shrp llinla (lunstimd & lur)
Foryd Sitrd, Bmu & Gqpr

ffitdrn&llrrfi ltmgc &lm
lryinlhdmlim I lqntuclin

Irulr llad hld I ktu in tr USI

Kavne & Son
Cust6m Hardware

#
-I
I:
I,

e
100 0rrirl [illr [rrl, [rll OHJ, Culltr, IC 28715

828.8E7,8808 Crlrlrlr$5.00

THE GREENEST BUILOING
IS THE ONE ALREAOY BUILT.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HISTORIC PRESERVATIBN

saic.edu/mshp

Fall 2012 0eadline: February 1, 2012
Apply at saic.edu/qradapp

SAIC 6raduate Admissions
8O0.232.1 24? 3'12. 629. 61 00 qradmissEsaic.edu
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Any Size

Any Wood

Screcn & Strx.tr
lrntr';urce [-lnits

Art'l/llound '[bps

Irrtelior I)oors
lJ Season Porches

Qualitl'<bors
nrade .iust lbr

1'ou!

Any Design

vrrrnrw.vintageDoors. com

Fnrn Cereroc: (800) 787-2001

Hand Crafted Since 1990

--,

Jcin DemetraAposporos, editor of
Oldllcl.tsr-Jatmal,as she brings dre
pages of your faaorite dd-house
rrngazlnes to life in the nevv online
video series Old-House Lirre!

Brought to you by OldHouse

lournol, Ol&House rnteriors,

Nor Old House, and ArB & Gofr
l-tomes,OldHouse Live! akes you

inside America's architerural
treasures, introduces you to

crafopersos,and
oftrs practical how-to advke 6r
your o,vn old-house proiects.

See Episode Z Fmnk LJoyd

Wrigtrt's Popeleighey House
(A Mtirrnl Historic Tnst Site)
rprrr at OldHotseOr*re.ony'OFlL

LIvE!
*

I

scan with
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BINGHAM
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lisl'- r 946

89 Route 'l 3 . Erookline, NH 03033-2502
603-673-4s49 . 86&PINE-FLOOR

WWW.BINGHAMLUMBER.COM
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Historic Properties
SPOTLIGHT PROPERTY

NEWPORT, RI-stately Victorian circa 1868 totally ren,rvare.{. Many prrssihiliries:
single family with 6 bedrurms, 5 baths. Or single family with in-law apartment accessed
by elevator. or legal 2 family. Home also has private enrry office with bath and u,airing
roorn. Possible 2 bedr.x,m B&B with owner ()ccupied. C)ff srreet parking. !flalk t,, rown.
Tall Ships are coming to Newport Juiy 4rh, and America's Cup Final tial Race is in June.
Be Readyl $995,000. Genny Croil, RE/MAX Professionals of Newport, 401-529-4937.
See Virtual Tour on wu,rv.GennyCr,rll.com.

A
HISTORIC PROPEKTMS
'hrtr Srunt firr Bur ing anrl Sclling I lirtruic [tolx.rtirs

ffimM$,mffi

PAONIA, CO-The Bross Hotel opened for
business in 1906. Totally renovated, it retains
its tum-of-the-century charm with 10 guest-
rooms, each {private bath. Gracious lobby
& dining rooms, conference room/lounge,
commercial kitchen, & owners' quarters.
Porches, decks, flower gardens, huge old cot-
tonwoods. Tum-key operatkrn as a B&8, but
potential for making your dream corne true.
$800,000. Bemadette Stech, Paonia Realty,
91 0 -26l - 5978. www.paoniarealty.com

ST, MARYS, GA-The Rose Lovell House
built in 1907 features 5 bedrooms, J baths, for-
mal dining room, rnodem kitchen, hardwood
floors, 8 fireplaces & more. Newly finishecl
garage apartment rents for $675 per month.
Mature gmunds near schools, parks and the
Georgia coast! $489,900. Unned Countryt
Specialty Catalog features vintage homes,
grand old mansions, fam-rs and ranches steeped
in history. United Cour-rtry 800-999-1020, Ext.
108. www.unitedcountry.com/ old

www.HistoricProperties.com 
I

WWW.HISTORICPROPERTIES.COM
The intemet site for buying and selling historic
properties-residential or commercial, all
styles, all prices, all sizes-from rehab projects
to completed mansions, anything 50 years or
older. Online for more than 10 years with more
than 1,000 property listings. On the web irr:
www. HistoricProperties.com.

E-mail or call for prices for
Histotic Propmies advertising

Sharon Hinson or Marjorie Hinson
ohj@h istoricproperries.com

BBB-50i-0501

BELLAIRE, Ml-Acclairned Queen Anne
Victorian circa 1890 B&B is one of the most
photographed buildings in the nation. 6,600
sq.ft. on 7fZ acre comer lot. Handcrafted
birdseye woodwork, three fireplaces, original
lights, hand painted ceilings! 4 bedrooms w/
private baths plus 3rd floor innkeepers' quar-
ters. 2005 caniage house w/2 suites and Z-bay
garage. Popular tourist area. $675,000 tum-key;
$500,000 real estate. 231-533-6111.
www. grandvictorian.comforsale.htm

WAVERLY, NY-Gothic Victorian. Large,
spacious 1800s home boasts 5 bedrooms, 1

% baths, granite counters & new appliances.
Beautiful staircase, family rcxrm w/fireplace,
elegant woodwork, stained and leaded glass

windows & so much more. 3rd floor attic is
parrially finished. Privacy fenced. $129,000.
United Country's Specialty Catalog features
vintage hornes and farms steeped in history.
United Country, 800-999-1020, Ext. 108.
www. unitedcountry.com/ old

CINCINNATI, OH-Restc.nation and reuse

opportunity. Our Lady of Perpetual Help, circa
1889, vacant but structurally sound requiring
complete rehabilitation. Rose window, 170'
spire. Hilltop site overlooking Ohio River. Near
downtown. Srnall parking lot. National Register
district in progress. To bc sold by bid and with
pr()tective covenanLs. Cincinnati Preservation
Asscrc. will review proposals and sell to huyer
who can undenake major renovation.5l3.72l-
4506, www.cincinnatipreservat ion.org

WEST NEWTON, PA-The Plurner Hou,se,

circa i 8 1 4 and 1 846, wtxrd {iame with brick addr-
tion. Situated on the banls tf the Youghiogheny
River, it features two ancl a half stories, 4 original
fireplaces, chair rails, and dtxrrs and trim t'rfcokr-
nial clesigr. Or-r the National Register. Properry
is offered for sale via written pmposal; request
proposal package. Mark Harvey Smith, Real
Estate Consultant to the Mon Valley Initiative,
4tz-585-7221.
w['rv.downtownwestnewtonparealestate.com
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Historic Properties

PROSPERITY, SC-This circa 1890 Queen
Anne is an unpolished jewel located in a

fast gri'rwing area of the South Carolina up
country. A wonderful structure that retains
original woodwork, dt-nrs, staircase and more.
Awaiting a presenationist to shine her back
to her former glory Home, B&B or office, this
National Register eligible properry has many
uses. Owner financing available. $68,000.
Michael Bedenbaugh, Palmetto Tiust, 803-
89 6 -623 4. mvw.palmettotrust.org

LAGRANGE, TN-190 Walnut Street.
Circa 1847 antebellum home on 6+ acres.in
the middle of town. 80o/o of Townof LaGrange
is on Historic Register. Needs moderate resto-
ration. Features 6 bedrooms, 8 fireplaces,
winding staircase, 9-foot ceilings, heart pine
floors, pretty. woodwork, built-ins, balcony
and screened porch. t hour east of Memphis.
\Tonderfully priced at $225,000. Mary Jean
Smith, Banyan Tiee Realtors, 901-853-8666
or 901 -359 -2520. www.maryjeansmith.com

SPOTLIGHT PROPERTY

T

HOWARDSVILLE, VA-Restored Greek Revival hotne in Albemarle County. Circa
1853 nansion g,ith original smokehouse antl 810 square frxrt cottage. Spacious roorns, heart
pine lloors, 12 fireplaces, and a cupoia. Double parior with pocket doors; gourmet kitchen
with adjacent family room; billiard room with wet bar and entertainment area; and office
area.4 bedrooms, 3.5 baths. Multiple outbuildings. Mature boxu'oods and cet{ar grove, gated
entry., and pool. Property adloins the James River. 102 acres for $2,995,000; 292 acres fbr
$4,59t,000. Natt Hall, Valley Real Btate Brokers, 434-242-989). www.monticola.net

GALVESTON, TX-Circa 1891 cottage
saved and stabilized by Galveston Historical
Foundation. Repairs to the exterior include
foundation, roof, siding and windows. New
composition shingle roof installed over radi-
ant barrier plyw'rxrd decking. Buyer to design
and build out the 1,500 sq.ft. interior includ-
ing all systems in a rvay that best suits their
lifestyle. Garage apartment. $98,500. Brian
Davis, Galveston Historical Foundation,
409 -7 65 -3 4 19. rvww. galvestonhistory.org

TAYLOR, TX-Stunning solid brick home,
circa 190J, on 1+ acre in the Austin area.

Updated and rernodeled, 4,000+ sq.ft. 4 bed-
rooms, 3.5 baths. Intricate rnolding, columns,
tin ceilings, stained glass, crystal chandeliers, 4
fireplaces, decorative stenciling, long letrf pine
flcxrrs, and elevator. l7raparound porch, porte
cochere, pool. 400 sq.ft. carriage house with
bath. $539,900. Lauren Powell, Capital Ciry
Sotheby\ Intemational Realq', 5 12-695-0679.
wurv.1T20WlakeD.conr

CIIARLOTTESVILLE, VA-An elegant
Mctorian properry, this 1898 home has been
restored maintaining all its original beauty
with modem conveniences. Over 4,500 square
feet, the propefty has 4 bedrooms with 3.5
baths on three levels. Vith almost half an acre
in landscaped gardens, the mountain views
extend from the large front porch. $645,000.
Ann Hay Hardy, Frank Hardy, Inc., Realtors,
434 -29 6-013 4 or ahhardy@farmandestate.com

CLARKSVILLE, VA-Morton-Sizemore
House, circa 1895. Historic Qreen Anne in
town with turrets, bays and balconies. 3,825
v1.ft. with molded wood comice, brackets and
variegated shingles in gable ends. Har,Cwood
floon tlroughout. Includes 2 bedroom guest-

house (Moss Tobacco factory office, circa
1850). Perfect location for residential, com-
mercial or B&8. $450,000. Max Sempowski,
Antique Properties, division of Keller Williams,
43 4 - 39 l - 485 5. www.oldhousepropeft ies.com
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MEMPHIS, TN-MI. Airy circa 1835.
Centennial farm on 6 acres located at 10700

Latting Rd. One of oldest log homes in \Testem
Tennessee. Poplar clapboard over l6-foot hand
hewn logs. 10 rooms with almost 4,000 sq.ft.
Handsonre mantels; hardwood fl oors. Restoration
between 2ffi6-ZC0?. Modem kitchen. Master
bedroom with dressing room and bath. Central
HVAC. Garage. $399,500. Mary Jean Smith,
Banyan Tiee Realtors, 901-853-8666 or 901-
3 59 -2520. wr+rr.maryjeansmith.com
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Artistic Mantels No.46,Chas.F, Lorenzen & Co.,
Chicago, lllinois, circa 1 9O5-1 91 0

Home Is Where the Hearth Is
oet and author Mary Y. Robinson begins her pre0

ace to Arrisric Mantels with the following state-

ment: "There is an old saying that a man's horne

is his wife's heart, and we instinctively feel thar
a woman's home is the fireplace." A man or woman cc;uld

practically make a home in the "Pascal" fireplace above,

whose built in accoutrements-including a slender book-

shelf and grandfather clock-imbue it with many of the

artistic comforts of a small bungalow.

Chas. F. Lorenzen & Cornpany of Chicago was a lead-

ing turn-of-the-century manufacturer and distributor of
all things fireplace (from wood mantels and gas inserts ro

decorative andirons and facing tile). Their designs for Ar-

tistic Mantels reflected the popularity of the Arts & Crafts

moverrent, with bold features such as medieval-style hand

carvings, pithy inscribed mottoes, leather paneling, butrer-
fly joints, Ieaded doors and appliqu6s inset with art glass,

and elaborately tiled fireplace faces and hearths. Also avail-
able? The remarkably realistic terracotta "Odorless Gas Log

$ss"-a bit of familiar fireplace fakery that no doubt put
the ideals of Stickley and Hubbard to the test.

'We can't say whether these icons of Arts & Crafts au-

thenticity would have appreciated Lorenzen's inclination
to pack each mantel with all of the movement's bells and

whistles, but we suspect theyd have at least been sympa-

thetic to the company's unwavering devotion to the fire.
place. As Robinson reminds us, "There is nothing cheering,

sociai, or ancestral about a radiator." Ouch. dl

Bo Sullivan is thc hastorian for Rejuvenation and the owner of
Arcalus Period Design in Portland Oregon. He is an avid colle<tor and
researcher of original trade catalogs"
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Identity Crisis
When old houses try too hard to change their appearance with of0the-shelf
fixes, they can end up losing their sense of self. Take, for example, these two

Queen Anne Victorians on the same street. The house at left is secure in its

personality, proudly displaying original gable and hipped rooflines, double-

hung windows, and a spindled porch. The house on the right, meanwhile,

appears to have lost its way underneath a row of modem windows jutting
through rhe roo( a patchwork of new siding, glaringly undersized replacement

windows, and a porch that treads too far beyond the building envelope.

"This is a very confused Victorian," notes our contributor. We think that
when old houses fall into the wnrng repair hands, it's easy fclr them to become

disoriented. SL

WtN 510o: lf you spot a classic example of remuddling, send us clear color prints or digita! images.We'll give you $100 if your photos are
published.The message is more dramatic if you include a picture of a similar unremuddled building. (Original photography only, please;
no clippings. Also, we reserve the right to republish the photos online and in other publications we own.) Remuddling Editor, OId-House
Journal, 41 25 Lafayette Center Drive, Suite 100, Chantilly, VA 201 51 ; or via e-mail: OHJEditorial@homebuyerpubs.com.

PRINTING: RR Donnelly Strasburg, VA. Printed in the USA.
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